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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a system AID (alogtime inductive denitions) of bounded arithmetic.
The main feature of AID is to allow a form of inductive denitions, which was extracted from
Buss’ propositional consistency proof of Frege systems F in Buss (Ann. Pure Appl. Logic 52
(1991) 3{29). We show that AID proves the soundness of F, and conversely any b0-theorem
in AID yields boolean sentences of which F has polysize proofs. Further we dene b1-faithful
interpretations between AID + b0-CA and a quantied theory QALV of an equational system
ALV in Clote (Ann. Math. Art. Intell. 6 (1992) 57{106). Hence ALV also proves the soundness
of F. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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There are two sources by Cook [15] and Buss [7] to motivate this paper.
In the pioneering paper [15] Cook shows that his equational theory PV corresponds
to the extended Frege system eF. This means that PV proves the soundness of eF,
and any provable equation in PV can be transformed into boolean tautologies so that
eF has polysize proofs of these tautologies. Thus an extended Frege system has also
polysize proofs of partial consistencies of itself. Later, Buss [4] shows that the same
thing holds for the b1-theorems of the bounded arithmetic S
1
2 in place of PV , and eF.
Note that in these theories PV and S12 characterize the complexity class P.
It had remained open as to what bounded arithmetic TF corresponds to the Frege
system F. That is, a bounded arithmetic TF such that TF proves the soundness of
F, and for any formula in a restricted form if TF proves the formula, then it can be
transformed into boolean sentences so that F has polysize proofs of these sentences.
In [10] Clote denes a function algebra N0 and shows that N0 = FALOGTIME,
the class of ALOGTIME-computable functions. Then he [11] introduces an equational
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system ALV based on N0, and shows that any provable equation in ALV can be trans-
formed into boolean sentences so that F has polysize proofs of these sentences. Nev-
ertheless, it is left open whether ALV catches the full power of F.
In [7] Buss shows that an intensionally correct truth denition for boolean sentences
can be written as polysize boolean formulae. Thus Frege system also has polysize
proofs of partial consistencies of itself. The truth denition utilizes countings, vector
summations and a form of inductive denitions. Prior to this Buss [5] shows that
Frege system F has polysize proofs of the propositional pigeonhole principles by
showing that F has an intensionally correct denition of counting. The denition uti-
lizes carry{save{additions. Therefore some nontrivial parts of mathematics are carried
in the propositional proof system F. Such a fact has been already found by Cook
[15] for the extended Frege system eF. A natural question to be asked is: Is this all
for F? Namely are all parts of mathematics included in F derived from countings?
The former ones, viz. countings and vector summations suce to develop some
metamathematics{arithmetizations in F. It seems to us that the latter ingredient, viz.
inductive denition is essential. In fact, the former are derived from the latter. This is
shown in Section 2 and is expected: The latter inductive denition corresponds to the
evaluation for the computation tree of a predicate in the complexity class ALOGTIME.
Prior to [7] Buss [6] showed that BSVP (boolean sentence value problem) is in
ALOGTIME and hence is ALOGTIME-complete in a weak reducibility. In view of
the result in [6] the task in [7] was to show that the algorithm for BSVP 2ALOGTIME
is intensionally correct for F.
In this paper ALOGTIME is used as a synonym of (uniform) NC1. By denition
a function f of polynomial growth rate is ALOGTIME-computable, denoted f2F
ALOGTIME, i its bitgraph f(i; x): Bit(i; f( x)) = 1g is in ALOGTIME.
When one reads these proofs in F in [5, 7], it is natural to consider that these are
images of mathematical{logical{arithmetical proofs in a system of bounded arithmetic.
There may be various ways to formulate preimages, i.e., a system of bounded arithmetic
in which proofs in [5, 7] are carried out. In this paper we introduce a system AID
(alogtime inductive denitions) of bounded arithmetic. The main feature of AID is to
allow a form of inductive denitions. We show the following results.
1. (cf. Theorem 2.1). Bounded vector summation and hence Counting are b0-bitden-
able in AID (carry{save{addition reduces to inductive denitions in AID): If the
bitgraph of an f(i; y) is b0-denable in AID, then so is the function
g(x; y)=
X
i<jxj
f(i; y):
2. (cf. Section 4). In AID a truth denition for boolean sentences is denable by a
b0-formula TRUE(x). The denition is nothing but the arithmetical equivalent to
Buss’ denition in [7] and hence is intensionally correct.
Therefore:
3. (cf. Theorem 4.1). AID ‘ RFN (F), where RFN (F) denotes the reection schema
for F.
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4. (cf. Section 6). For each b0-formula B(x) there exists a 
b
0-bitdenable function
’B : x 7! hB(x)i such that hB(x)i is a boolean sentence and AID ‘ B(x)$TRUE
(hB(x)i).
5. (cf. Theorem 6.1). If AID ‘ B(x) for a b0-formula B(x), then AID + b0-CA ‘
F ‘pjxj hB(x)i for a polynomial pjxj. Thus
AID ‘ B(x) , AID + b0-CA ‘F ‘pjxj hB(x)i for a polynomial pjxj:
6. (cf. Theorem 8.2). A predicate is in ALOGTIME i it is b0-denable in AID i it
is b1-denable in AID.
The aim of AID is to capture, calibrate and draw the line to mathematical{arithmetical
power of Frege system F. By establishing what can be done in F mathematically,
we hope to nd a right candidate of hard tautologies for F cf. [3, 17], to specify
what kind of nonstandard models is to be considered in order to prove superpoly-
nomial lowerbounds for hard tautologies for F, cf. I0(f) vs. constant depth Frege
systems and nonstandard model of PA in Ajtai [1], and to nd a bounded arithmetic
for constant depth threshold gates TC0 in order to compare AID.
Let us explain contents of sections.
In Section 1 the bounded arithmetic AID is dened. First we introduce a base lan-
guage LBA of weak bounded arithmetics and then the language of AID is obtained
by adding predicate constants for inductively dened predicates. Also we recall some
axiom schemata.
In Section 2 we show rst that inductive denitions along quadtree (4-branching
tree), iterated inductive denitions and simultaneous inductive denitions reduce to a
single inductive denition available in AID. Using these we show next that vector
summations are b0-bitdenable in AID.
In Section 3 we show that each predicate in ALOGTIME is b0-denable in AID.
In Section 4 we examine Buss’ propositional consistency proof of Frege systems
in [7] and verify that it is formalizable in AID.
In Section 5 stratications of formulae are dened. These are in essence to interpret
rst-order formulae as second-order formulae. In later sections we need these.
In Section 6 we show that any b0-theorem in AID yields true boolean sentences of
which F has polysize proofs.
In Section 7 we introduce some systems of bounded arithmetic in the language LBA,
i.e., without inductively dened predicates which are equivalent to AID.
In Section 8 we show that b1-consequences in, e.g., AID + 
b
0-CA can be realized
by a b0-set fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g.
In Section 9 we show that AID + b0-CA is equivalent to Clote’s ALV in the sense
that there exist b1-faithful interpretations between AID + 
b
0-CA and a quantied the-
ory QALV . Hence we see that Clote’s ALV proves the soundness of Frege system,
Corollary 9.1.
There are now several theories besides ALV which are designed for Frege systems in
[12] and for ALOGTIME in [13, 14, 19]. It is open to us whether these are equivalent
to AID.
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The results in Section 1{8 of this paper were contained in a handwritten note ‘Frege
System, ALOGTIME and Bounded Arithmetic’ written in Dec. 1991. Section 9 is aug-
mented here.
1. The bounded arithmetic AID
In this section we introduce the bounded arithmetic AID.
1.1. A base language
Function constants in the language LBA of weak bounded arithmetic are 0 (zero),
1 (one), + (addition), bx=2c (half), jxj (length), x#y (smash), x  2jyj (padding), x−y
(modied subtraction) and x[i; j) (part). Let xk denote the kth digit of x in binary
representation. Then the part function x[i; j) is dened to be the string xj−1    xi from
ith digit xi to (j − 1)th digit xj−1:
x[i; j) =
X
i6k<j
xk 2k−i for x =
X
k
xk 2k :
Clearly
jx[i; j)j = minfj; jxjg− i:
Thus LBA is obtained from the language of Si2 in [4] by deleting the multiplication
x  y and adding three functions x  2jyj; x−y; x[i; j). Further the successor function Sx
is replaced by x + 1.
From these, familiar functions are dened as follows:
1. jxj0 = x and jxjn+1 = jjxjnj. Also kxk= jxj2.
2. Bit(i; x)= x[i; i + 1) (ith digit)
3. MSP(x; i)= x[i; jxj) (most signicant part)
4. xh y ,df MSP(y; jyj− jxj)= x (x is a head segment of y).
5. jxj  jyj = jx#yj− 1.
Multiplication for small numbers is denable as follows:
multi(i; j; x; y) =

i  j= jx[0; i)j  jy[0; j)j if i6jxj & j6jyj;
0 otherwise:
6. Successor functions xi in binary notation: Put
xi =df si x = 2  x + i = x + x + i for i<2:
Remark. Let us explain why we delete the multiplication x  y from the list of given
functions in weak bounded arithmetic. First of all the bitgraph GM of x y is b0-
denable in the language of the bounded arithmetic AID dened below, cf. the end of
Section 2. This is an expected result since GM is in ALOGTIME and AID is designed so
that it captures the complexity class. Although an equivalent theory would be obtained
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by adding the function x  y as primitive one, we do not want to do so. The reasons
are twofold: an aesthetic one and a technical one.
First the bitgraph GM of multiplication is a hard predicate to dene. In fact, we see
that GM is TC0-complete under a weak reducibility from Buss [8]. In axiomatizing a
bounded arithmetic capturing a complexity class, it would be better to begin with a
list of ‘simple’ functions and predicates and to single out a few dening principles
by which any predicate in the class can be dened from the list. At present it is still
open whether TC0 =?ALOGTIME, and hence GM may be a complete predicate for
ALOGTIME. It would be better not to include such a function or predicate in the
language of the theory in which the complexity class is analysed.
Second in translating an arithmetical formula in a resticted form into boolean formu-
lae, each variable x is regarded to code a sequence p = fpi; i<jxjg of propositional
atoms, cf. Section 6. In doing so, we rewrite the arithmetical formula in an equivalent
one in normal form (called a stratied formula, cf. Section 5.) in which the variable
x occurs essentially only in the form Bit(i; x) = 1. Then the latter is translated in an
atom pi. We rst need to dene the bitgraph of each function symbol as a stratied
formula. Therefore, if the hard function x  y to be computed is in the list of function
symbols, then the translation would be complicated to dene: structures of boolean
formulae would be remotely related to logical form of the arithmetical formula.
We encode a word ik−1    i0 2f0; 1g by attaching the leading marker 1:
dik−1    i0e=1ik−1    i0 (in binary notation): (1)
For example de = 1 for the empty word . Using this encoding concatenation on
words is dened as follows:
x  y= x  2jyj− 1 + y[0; jyj− 1):
If x= dik−1    i0e; y= djl−1    j0e, then x  y = dik−1    i0jl−1    j0e. Clearly,
jx  yj= jxj+ jyj− 1 for y>0.
BASIC denotes the set of basic axioms for constants in LBA. These are obtained from
basic axioms in [4, p. 31], by deleting axioms mentioning multiplication and adding
the following axioms:
1. j6i! x[i; j)= 0; i<j! x[i + 1; j + 1) = b x2c[i; j);
2. (2x)[0; j + 1) = 2  (x[0; j))&(2x + 1)[0; j + 1) = 2  (x[0; j)) + 1,
3. x  2j0j = x; y 6=0! x  2jyj= x  2jb
y
2 cj + x  2jb
y
2 cj,
4. x6y! x−y=0; x>y! (x + 1)−y=(x−y) + 1.
When the language is expanded to include a set X of predicate constants, then
BASIC is assumed to include the equality axiom for constants in X. The expanded
language is denoted LBA(X).
Quantiers of the form Qx6t (Q2f8;9g) are said to be bounded quantiers while
quantiers of the form Qx6jtj (Q2f8;9g) are sharply bounded quantiers.
Classes of bi formulae and 
b
i formulae are dened as in [4]. Also a formula A is
in sbi (strict 
b
i ) i A is in a prenex normal form such that its leading quantier is
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a bounded existential quantier followed by a string of alternating bounded quantiers
with a sharply bounded matrix B2b0:
A9x16t1 8x26t2   Qxi6tiB
sbi is dened dually. Relativized classes 
b
i (X); 
b
i (X); s
b
i (X) and s
b
i (X) are
dened analogously. bi (X), etc. are denoted by 
b
i (L) for L=LBA(X).
b0-LIND denotes the following axiom schema:
A(0) ^ 8y<jxj(A(y)!A(y + 1))!A(jxj)
for A2b0.
A base fragment b0-LIND of bounded arithmetic: its language is LBA and its axioms
are BASIC, the axiom schema b0-LIND and the Bit Extensionality Axiom.
jxj= jyj & 8i<jxj (Bit(i; x)=Bit(i; y))! x=y:
A term of the form ‘ x=
Pn
i=1 cixi+d for some constants, i.e, numerals ci (16 i6n);
d is said to be a linear form (in a sequence x= x1; : : : ; xn of variables). Also ‘k xk
denotes
Pn
i=1 cikxik+ d.
Let t be either a polynomial pj xj=p(jx1j; : : : ; jxnj) or a linear form ‘k xk. As-
sume that a variable y does not occur in t. Then 8jyj6tB(y) denotes the formula
8y62t(jyj6t!B(y)). If t is a polynomial pj xj, then the quantier 8jyj6t is a
bounded quantier since the smash function # is in LBA. If t is a linear form, then it
is a sharply bounded quantier. The existential one 9jyj6t is dened dually.
1.2. Some axiom schemata
Put
i2 x ,df Bit(i; x)= 1:
Using this we dene analogues of some axiom schemata in second-order arithmetic.
Let LBA(X) be an expanded language for a set X of predicate constants and  a set
of formulae in LBA(X).
-CA denotes the axiom schema:
9jyj6pj xj8i<pj xj (i2y $ B(i; x))
for each polynomial pj xj and each formula B(i; x)2.
-LCA denotes the axiom schema:
9jyj6‘k xk8i<‘k xk (i2y$B(i; x))
for each linear form ‘k xk and each formula B(i; x)2.
b1(LBA(X))-CA denotes the axiom schema
8i(B(i; x)$:C(i; x))!9jyj6pj xj 8i<pj xj (i2y$B(i; x))
for each polynomial pj xj and each B(i; x); C(i; x)2b1(LBA(X)).
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-AC (or -replacement) denotes the axiom schema.
8i<pj xj9jyj6qj xjB(i; y; x)!9jzj6pj xj  qj xj 8i<pj xjB(i; zi; x)
for polynomials pj xj; qj xj and each B2, where zi= z[qj xj  i; qj xj  (i + 1)).
b1(LBA(X))-LIND denotes the axiom schema:
8y (A(y)$:B(y))!A(0) ^ 8y<jxj(A(y)!A(y + 1))!A(jxj)
for A; B2b1(LBA(X)).
The following lemma is a folklore, e.g., cf. [18].
Lemma 1.1. Over b0(LBA(X))-LIND we have
1: b0(LBA(X))-LCA.
2: b0(LBA(X))-AC proves 
b
0(LBA(X))-CA; 
b
1(LBA(X))-AC;
b1(LBA(X))-CA and 
b
1(LBA(X))-LIND:
Denition 1.1 (Bitdenable functions). Let f( x) be a function of polynomial growth
rate, and LT the language of a theory T . We say that f( x) is b0-bitdenable in T if
its bitgraph f(i; x): Bit(i; f( x))= 1g is denable by a b0(LT )-formula, i.e., there exists
a b0(LT )-formula Af(i; x) such that in the standard model Af(i; x)$Bit(i; f( x))= 1.
We say that f( x) is b0-denable in the theory T if its graph is denable by a
b0(LT )-formula Gf(y; x) in the standard model, and T ‘ 8 x 9!yGf(y; x).
Lemma 1.2. 1: Suppose a function f( x) is b0-bitdenable in a theory T . If the
axiom schema b0(LT )-CA and the Bit Extensionality axiom are provable in T; then
T ‘ 8 x9!y(y= fi<pj xj: Af(i; x)g) for a polynomial p with jf( x)j6pj xj. Therefore;
f( x) is b0-denable in the theory T .
2: Let f( x) be a function of a small value; i.e.; jf( x)j6‘k xk for a linear form ‘.
Then for any theory T containing the base fragment b0(LT )-LIND; the function f( x)
is b0-denable in T i it is 
b
0-bitdenable in T . In this case we can use freely the
function symbol f in b0-formula.
Proof. We show Lemma 1:2:2. If f( x) is b0-denable in T; then Af(i; x)$9jyj6
‘k xk(Gf(y; x)&Bit(i; y)= 1) for a b0(LT )-graph Gf of f. Hence f is b0-bitdenable
in T . The converse direction follows from Lemmas 1:2:1 and 1:1:1.
1.3. The bounded arithmetic AID
Now we dene a bounded arithmetic AID.
Denition 1.2. The language LAID of AID: Given a linear form ‘k xkink xk= kx1k; : : : ;
kxnk; b0-formulae B( x; p); D( x; p)=D1( x; p); : : : ; Dm( x; p) in LBA and a boolean propo-
sitional formula I( d; p0; p1) in atoms d=d1; : : : ; dm and p0; p1 we introduce an (n+1)-
ary predicate constant A‘;B; D; I . Then LAID is dened to be the expanded language of
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LBA having the predicate constant A‘;B;
D; I for each such items ‘; B; D; I . When no
confusion likely occurs, we write A for A‘;B; D; I .
AID is obtained from b0(LAID)-LIND, i.e., 
b
0-LIND in the language LAID by adding
the following axioms for the newly introduced predicate A=A‘;B; D; I :
(A.0) A( x; p)! 0 6= jpj6‘k xk,
(A.1) 0 6= jpj= ‘k xk! [A( x; p)$ B( x; p)],
(A.2) 0 6= jpj<‘k xk! [A( x; p)$ I( D( x; p); A( x; p0); A( x; p1))],
where the RHS I( D( x; p); A( x; p0); A( x; p1)) denotes the result I(D1( x; p); : : : ;
Dm( x; p); A( x; p0); A( x; p1)) of simultaneous replacement of the atoms d=d1; : : : ; dm;
p0; p1 by the formulae D1( x; p); : : : ; Dm( x; p); A( x; p0) and A( x; p1) in the boolean for-
mula I . Intuitively p ranges over binary strings of length<‘k xk, cf. the encoding (1).
(A.0){(A.2) give the inductive denition of the predicate A=A‘;B; D;I . To decide
A( x; p) for 0 6= jpj6‘k xk build a binary tree of depth ‘k xk − jpj. The sons of the
node A( x; p) are A( x; p0); A( x; p1) and we put a ‘gate’ I( D( x; p); p0; p1) there. p in
A( x; p) is a clock, i.e., it tells us the time when we stop to calculate the truth values,
namely jpj= ‘k xk by (A.1).
The point is that we can decide A( x; p) from the sons A( x; p0); A( x; p1) proposi-
tionally. The essence of the clause (A.2) is that previous stages are not quantied at
all in the RHS.
We can assign truth values A‘;B; D;I ( x; p) for p=0 and for jpj>‘k xk in an arbitrary
manner since we need only fA( x; p): 0 6= jp j6j‘k xkg.
It is straightforward to see the following proposition, cf. Theorem 4 in [6].
Proposition 1.1. Each b0-formula in LAID denes a predicate in ALOGTIME.
2. Inductive denitions and vector summations in AID
In this section we show rst that inductive denitions along quadtree (4-branching
tree), iterated inductive denitions and simultaneous inductive denitions reduce to a
single inductive denition available in AID. Using these we show next that vector
summations are b0-bitdenable in AID.
Lemma 2.1 (Tree induction). For a linear form ‘k xk and a b0-formula B in LAID;
we have in AID
8jpj6‘k xk
2
4(0 6= jpj = ‘k xk!B(p))&
 
0 6= jpj<‘k xk&
^
i<2
B(pi)!B(p)
!#
!8jpj6‘k xk(0 6= jpj!B(p)):
Proof. Apply b0-LIND to the following 
b
0 C(u):
C(u) ,df 8jpj6‘k xk(0 6= jpj& jpj+ u>‘k xk!B(p)):
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In the following lemma let A=A‘; B; D; I be a predicate dened by (A.0){(A.2). Let
C+; C− be b0(LAID) formulae. By separating positive, negative occurrences of atoms
p0; p1 in the boolean formula I , we set
I+( d; p+0 ; p
−
0 ; p
+
1 ; p
−
1 )$ I( d; p0; p1):
The superscript + [−] designates the positive [negative] occurrences. Put
I−( d; p+0 ; p
−
0 ; p
+
1 ; p
−
1 ), df:I+( d; p−0 ; p+0 ; p−1 ; p+1 ):
Let IH denote the formula
8jpj6‘k xk[
f0 6= jpj= ‘k xk! (B( x; p)!C+(p))& (:B( x; p)!C−(p))g&
f0 6= jpj<‘k xk!
(I+( D( x; p); C+(p0); C−(p0); C+(p1); C−(p1))!C+(p))&
(I−( D( x; p); C+(p0); C−(p0); C+(p1); C−(p1))!C−(p))g]:
Then we see the following lemma from Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.2 (Proof by tree induction). AID proves that
IH!8jpj6‘k xk[0 6= jpj! (A( x; p)!C+(p))& (:A( x; p)!C−(p))]:
Lemma 2.3 (Inductive denitions along quadtrees). Let ‘k xk be a linear form; B; D
b0-formulae in LBA and I( d; p00; p01; p10; p11) a boolean formula. Dene a predicate
A inductively by
(A.0) A( x; p)! 0 6= jpj62‘k xk+ 1& jpj is odd.
(A.1) The case 0 6= jpj=2‘k xk+ 1 :A( x; p)$B( x; p).
(A.2) The case 0 6= jpj<2‘k xk+ 1& jpj is odd:
A( x; p)$ I( D( x; p); fA( x; pij): i; j<2g)
$ I( D( x; p); A( x; p00); A( x; p01); A( x; p10); A( x; p11));
where pij=2(2p+ i) + j.
Then A can be b0-dened in AID.
Proof. For a formula F and i<2 put
Fi=

F; i=1;
:F; i=0: (2)
For i; j<2 put k(ij)=Bit(2i + j; k).
First write the boolean formula I in a DNF (disjunctive normal form)_
fCk : k<24g$ I( D; fA( x; pij): i; j<2g) (3)
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such that each disjunct Ck is of the form
Ck  Ik(p) ^
^
fA( x; pij)k(ij): i; j<2g (4)
and the predicate A does not occur in Ik(p).
Now the 4-branching regress (A.2) is simulated by a tree of depth 6: rst construct
a _-tree of depth 4 corresponding to W in the DNF (3) and then construct trees of
depth 2 below each leaf of the _-tree to handle V in (4). We dene A( x; p) using a
new clock q which is divided by 6-digits.
Dene a predicate A0 inductively as follows:
(A0:0)
A0( x; p; q)!jpj is odd& jpj+ q062‘ + 1&0 6= jqj6‘0;
where ‘= ‘k xk; ‘0=1 + 6(‘ − bjpj=2c) and
q0 =
8><
>:
2(b jqj− 16 c) if jqj− 1 0 (mod 6);
2(b jqj− 16 c) + 2 otherwise:
In the following assume jpj is odd & jpj + q062‘ + 1&0 6= jqj6‘0, the RHS of
(A0:0).
(A0:1) The case jqj<‘0& jqj  1; 2; 3; 4 (mod 6):
A0( x; p; q)$A0( x; p; q0)_A0( x; p; q1):
(A0:2) The case jqj<‘0& jqj  5 (mod 6) :A0( x; p; q) i for some k<24
9jrj<‘[R2(r; q)& Ik(p  r)]&A0( x; p; q0)&A0( x; p; q1)& k = q[0; 4);
where R2(r; q) denotes the formula
jqj=3(jrj− 1) + 5&8j<28i<
 jqj
6

(Bit(2i + j; r)=Bit(6i + j + 4; q)):
By Lemma 1:1:1, b0-LCA and Bit Extensionality axiom such a number r is uniquely
determined from q.
(A0:3) The case jqij<‘0& jqj  5 (mod 6) for an i<2:
A0( x; p; qi)$
^
fA0( x; p; qij)q(ij): j<2g;
where Fq(ij),df (q(ij)= 1&F)_ (q(ij)= 0&:F) and q(ij)=Bit(2i + j; q).
(A0:4) The case j1qj= ‘0=1 + 6(‘ − bjpj=2c):
A0( x; p; 1q)$9jrj6‘[R4(r; q)&B( x; p  r)];
where R4(r; q) denotes the formula
jqj=3(jrj− 1)&8j<28i<
 jqj
6

(Bit(2i + j; r)=Bit(6i + j; q)):
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By induction on 6(‘ − bjpj=2c)− jqj we have the following Claim 2.1:
Claim 2.1.
AID ‘ jqj  0 (mod 6)&R4(r; q)! [A0( x; p  r; 1)$A0( x; p; 1q)];
where R4(r; q) denotes the formula in (A0:4)
By Claim 2.1 we have for i; j<2 and 1k =24 + k,
8k<24(A0( x; pij; 1)$A0( x; p; 1kij)): (5)
Thus by putting
A( x; p) ,df A0( x; p; 1);
we get the dening axioms (A.0){(A.2). For example to see (A.2) assume 0 6= jpj<2
‘k xk+ 1& jpj is odd. Then we have 6<1 + 6(‘ − bjpj=2c) by jpj is odd and hence
bjpj=2c<‘. Using the dening axioms (A0:1){(A0:3) of A0, (5), (3) and (4) we have
A( x; p),df A0( x; p; 1)
$
_
fIk(p)&
^
fA0( x; p; 1kij)k(ij) : i; j<2g : k<24g
$
_
fIk(p)&
^
fA0( x; pij; 1)k(ij) : i; j<2g : k<24g
$ I( D( x; p); fA0( x; pij; 1) : i; j<2g)
, I( D( x; p); fA( x; pij) : i; j<2g):
By Lemma 2.3 inductive denitions along K-branching trees for each constant K>2
are b0-denable in AID.
Lemma 2.4 (Iterated inductive denitions). Let B and D be b0-formulae in LAID.
Namely inductively dened predicates may occur in these formulae. Let A=A‘;B; D; I
be an inductively dened predicate dened by (A:0){(A:2) in Denition 1:2 from a
linear form ‘k xk and a boolean formula I . Then A is b0-denable in AID.
Proof. (Step 1): First we push down inductively dened predicates occurring in D to
the terminal condition B. For simplicity assume that the number m of atoms d1; : : : ; dm
in I is 2 and let I = I(d2; d3; p0; p1) and D( x; p)=D2( x; p); D3( x; p). Further assume
‘k xk 6=0, i.e., ‘k xk= P cikxik+ d with d 6=0.
We say that p contains a digit 2 or 3 i p[i; i + 2)2f2; 3g for some even i<jpj.
Dene a predicate A0 by induction along a quadtree as follows:
(A0:0) A0( x; p)!jpj is odd& jpj62‘k xk − 1.
In the following assume that the RHS jpj is odd& jpj62‘k xk − 1 of (A0:0).
(A0:1) The case jpj<2‘k xk − 1 and p does not contain digit 2 or 3:
A0( x; p)$ I(A0( x; p10); A0( x; p11); A0( x; p00); A0( x; p01)):
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(A0:2) The case jpj<2‘k xk − 1 and p contains a digit 2 or 3:
A0( x; p)$A0( x; p00):
(A0:3) The case jpj=2‘k xk − 1 and p does not contain digit 2 or 3:
A0( x; p)
$ 9jqj6‘k xk[jqj= ‘k xk − 1&8i<jqj− 1(Bit(i; q)=Bit(2i; p))&B( x; q)]:
(A0:4) The case jpj=2‘k xk − 1 and p contains a digit 2 or 3:
(4.1) A0( x; p)!9!i<jpj [i is even&p[i; i + 2)2f2; 3g].
Let i<jpj denote the unique i such that i is even &p[i; i + 2)2f2; 3g.
(4.k) The case p[i; i + 2)= k (k 2f2; 3g) :
A0( x; p)$9jqj6‘k xk[jqj= ‘k xk − 1−

i
2

&8j<jqj− 1(Bit(j; q)=Bit(2j + i + 2; p))&Dk( x; q)]:
Then A0 is dened from a boolean formula I 0, b0-formulae D
0 in LBA and a b0-terminal
condition B0 in LAID along a quadtree. From the proof of Lemma 2.3 we see that A0
can be dened from a boolean formula I 00; b0 D
00 in LBA and a b0 B
00 in LAID along
a binary tree.
Further we see easily that for k<2,
A( x; q)$A0( x; p) and D1k( x; q)$A0( x; p1k);
where 10=2; 11=3 and p denotes the number such that jpj=2jqj − 1 and 8i<jqj− 1
(Bit(2i; p)=Bit(i; q)&Bit(2i + 1; p)= 0).
(Step 2): Now we assume that no inductively dened predicate occur in D. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that the b0-terminal condition B( x; p) is in a prenex
normal form 8jyj6‘0k xkB0( x; p; y).
Dene A0 as follows:
(A0:1) The case 0 6= jpj= ‘k xk+ ‘0k xk:
A0( x; p)$B0( x; p0; p1);
where p0 =p[‘0k xk; jpj) and p1 =p[0; ‘0k xk).
(A0:2) The case ‘k xk6jpj<‘k xk+ ‘0k xk:
A0( x; p)$A0( x; p0)^A0( x; p1):
(A0:3) The case 0 6= jpj<‘k xk:
A0( x; p)$ I( D( x; p); A0( x; p0); A0( x; p1)):
Then jpj= ‘k xk! (A0( x; p)$8jyj6‘0k xkB0( x; p; y)) and hence
0 6= jpj6‘k xk! (A( x; p)$A0( x; p)):
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The number of sharply bounded quantiers in the terminal condition B0 for A0 is fewer
than one in B for A. Thus, we may assume that the terminal condition B( x; p) is an
open formula in DNF. By considering a slightly higher tree, cf. proof of Lemma 2.3,
we may assume further that the terminal condition is a literal.
(Step 3): Now suppose that the terminal condition B( x; p) is an atomic formula of
the form A0(t( x; p); s( x; p)) (or its negation) for some terms t; s and an inductively
dened predicate A0. Namely A is dened by
(A.2) 0 6= jpj<‘k xk! [A( x; p)$ I( D( x; p); A( x; p0); A( x; p1))].
(A.1) 0 6= jpj= ‘k xk! [A( x; p)$A0(t( x; p); s( x; p))].
While A0 is dened from ‘0; I 0 and some b0-formulae B
0; D
0
in LBA as follows:
(A0:1) 0 6= jpj= ‘0k yk! [A0( y; p)$B0( y; p)].
(A0:2) 0 6= jpj<‘0k yk! [A0( y; p)$ I 0( D0( y; p); A0( y; p0); A0( y; p1))].
Dene A alternatively as follows:
(A.2) 0 6= jpj<‘k xk! [A( x; p)$ I( D( x; p); A( x; p0); A( x; p1))].
In the following assume 0 6= jpj>‘k xk. Put p= q  r with jqj= ‘k xk and r>0. Our
aim is to have
A( x; p)$A0(t( x; q); s( x; q)  r): (6)
(a) A( x; p)! 0 6= js( x; q)j+ jrj− 16‘0kt( x; q)k.
Assume the RHS 0 6= js( x; q)j+ jrj− 16‘0kt( x; q)k of (a).
(b) The case js( x; q)j+ jrj− 1<‘0kt( x; q)k:
A( x; p)$ I 0( D0(t( x; q); s( x; q)  r); A( x; p0); A( x; p1)):
(c) The case js( x; q)j+ jrj− 1= ‘0kt( x; q)k:
A( x; p)$B0(t( x; q); s( x; q)  r):
By (a){(c) we see (6). Also by jqj= ‘k xk; jpj varies through
jpj6‘k xk+ ‘0kt( x; q)k − js( x; q)j6‘k xk+ ‘00k xk
for some linear form ‘00.
Next, we show that simultaneous inductive denitions and vector summations are
denable in AID.
Lemma 2.5 (Simultaneous induction). Let ‘= ‘k xk be a linear form; B( x; ; q);
D( x; ; q) b0-formulae in LAID and I( d; fqji: j6K & i<2g) be a boolean formula with
a constant K . Dene a predicate A inductively by
(A.0) A( x; ; q)! 0 6= jqj6‘& jj6‘.
Assume the RHS, 0 6= jqj6‘& jj6‘ in the following.
(A.1) jqj= ‘! [A( x; ; q)$B( x; ; q)].
(A.2) jqj<‘! [A( x; ; q)$ I( D( x; ; q); fA( x; + j; qi): i<2& j6Kg)].
Then A is b0-denable in AID.
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Theorem 2.1 (Bounded vector summation). If f(i; y) is b0-bitdenable in AID; then
so is the function
g(x; y)=
X
i<jxj
f(i; y):
Also the dened function g enjoys demonstrably in AID; g(0; y)= 0 and for x 6=0
g(x; y)= g
j x
2
k
; y

+ f(jxj− 1; y); (7)
where = means that these are coextensional.
Corollary 2.1 (Bounded counting). For each b0-formula ’ in LAID; the function
C’(x)= #fi<jxj: ’(i)g
is b0-bitdenable in AID. Also the dened function C’ enjoys demonstrably in AID;
C’(0)= 0 and for x 6=0
C’(x)=

C’
(b x2c+ 1 if ’(jxj − 1);
C’
(b x2c otherwise:
Hence by b0 − LIND;
#fi<jxj: ’(i)g=#fi<jyj: ’(i)g+ #fi<jxj− jyj: ’(jyj+ i)g: (8)
Note that we always have C’(x)6jxj.
First assuming Lemma 2.5 we show Theorem 2.1 using carry{save{addition to com-
bine four numbers into two, in [5, p. 922].
Proof of Theorem 2.1. For simplicity, we suppress parameters y. Pick a polynomial
H so that jPi<jxj f(i)j6H (jxj). We b0-bitdene the function g(j; x)= Pff(i): i<
min(j; jxj)g.
Dene a predicate A(j; x; ; p) by simultaneous recursion in Lemma 2.5 as follows:
(A.0) A(j; x; ; p)! 0 6= jpj6kxk+ 1&p<2kxk + jxj& 62H (jxj).
Assume the RHS of (A.0). In what follows we write
sp ,df sp (j) ,df S(j; x; ; p) ,df A(j; x; 2; p);
cp ,df cp (j) ,df C(j; x; ; p) ,df A(j; x; 2+ 1; p):
(A.1) The case jpj= kxk+ 1:
sp $ Af(0; p0)^p0<j (,Bit(0; f(p0))= 1^p0<j);
cp $ ?;
where +0=H (jxj) and p=2kxk+p0; p0<jxj, i.e., reverse the digits in f(p0).
Observe that the terminal condition is in b0(LAID).
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(A.2) The case jpj<kxk+ 1:
sp $ (sp0  sp1  cp0 ) (#fsp0+1; sp1+1; cp0+1g>2) cp1 ;
cp $ #fsp0+1; sp1+1; cp0+1; #fsp0+2; sp1+2; cp1+2g>2; cp1+1g>2;
where  denotes the excluded or, and for propositions p; q; r,
#fp; q; rg>2 ,df (p^ q)_ (q^ r)_ (r ^p):
For each xed p<2kxk + jxj; sp= fsp : <H (jxj)g gives the reverse binary represen-
tation of a number, and similarly for cp= fcp : <H (jxj)g.
(A.1) sp is the reverse binary representation of the number f(p0) with p=2kxk +
p0; p0<min(j; jxj).
(A.2) In reverse notation, rst by carry{save{addition combine three numbers into
two, sp0 + sp1 + cp0 = s0 + c0, and then s0 + c0 + cp1 = sp + cp once again by
carry{save{addition. Thus sp0 + sp1 + cp0 + cp1 = sp + cp.
Therefore, in reverse notation for sp; cp,
sp + cp=
X
ff(q0): ph q=2kxk + q0; q0<min(j; jxj)g:
Let s; c denote the following formulae with + 0=H (jxj) :
s$ s10 ; c$ c10 :
Let a denote the full addition of s and c:
a$ s c9<(s ^ c ^82 (; )(s c)):
Then a is a b0-formula such that
a$Bit(;
X
ff(p0): p0<min(j; jxj)g)= 1
for 6H (jxj).
It remains to show the recursion equation (7) for g(x)= g(jxj; x).
Lemma 2.6. 1. j<jxj ) g(j + 1; x)= g(j; x) + f(j).
2. If j6jxj6jy j; then
g(j; x)=
X
ff(i): i<min(j; jxj)g=
X
ff(i): i<min(j; jy j)g= g(j; y):
Proof of Lemma 2.6.
2.6.1. This follows from the fact that in reverse notation for sp; cp
j<jxj & p<2kxk + jxj) sp(j + 1) + cp(j + 1)= sp(j) + cp(j) + fp(j)
with
fp(j) =

f(j) ifp h 2kxk + j;
0 otherwise:
The latter is seen by tree induction on p, Lemma 2.1.
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2.6.2. For each px with 0 6= jpxj6kxk+1 & px<2kxk+ jxj let py, denote the num-
ber such that jpyj= jpxj+ (kyk− kxk) and py[0; jpxj− 1)=px[0; jpxj− 1) & py[jpxj− 1,
jpyj− 1)=0.
Then we see that for 0 6= jpxj6kxk + 1 & px<2kxk + jxj and for 62H (jxj),
A(j; x; ; px)$A(j; y; ; py). Furthermore, let p=py =2k for px =1 and k+1= kyk−
kxk>0. We have A(j; y; ; q)$? if q and p are incomparable, i.e., :9r 2fq; pg
(r h q & r h p), and hence A(j; y; ; q)$A(j; y; ; p) for q h p. These are seen
again by tree induction, Lemma 2.1.
Hence we have shown Lemma 2.6. Now the recursion equation (7) is seen from the
lemma: g(x)= g(j+ 1; x)= g(j; x) +f(j)= g(j; bx=2c) +f(j)= g(bx=2c) +f(j) with
j= jbx=2cj. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 from Lemma 2.5.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. There are 2(1+K)-sons in the dening tree of A(x; ; q) where
the parameter  varies. Now the idea is in the shift ( + j; qi)) (; qi0[K−j]1[j]), i.e.,
storing up variations j in p in unary notation, and discharging this at the terminal node
by counting 1’s.
We show that A(x; ; q) is b0-denable. We dene a predicate A
0 so that, for jpj 
1 (mod 1 + K),
A0(x; ; p)$A(x; + #(J ); q);
where jpj=1 + r(1 + K) and jqj=1 + r, jJ j6rK , and their digits are dened by
Bit(i; q)=Bit(K + i(1 + K); p) for i<r, and Bit(i; J )=Bit(i + bi=Kc; p) for i<rK .
#(J ) denotes the number of 1’s in the binary representation of the number J :
#(J )= #fi<jJ j: Bit(i; J )= 1g:
Then
A(x; ; 1)$A0(x; ; 1):
Such an A0 is dened as follows: Each j6K is coded by 0[K−j]1[ j] in unary notation.
Put ‘= ‘kxk and ‘0=1 + (‘ − 1)(1 + K).
(A0.0) A0(x; ; p)! 0 6= jpj6‘0 & jpj  1 (mod 1 + K)& jj6‘.
Assume the RHS of (A0.0) in the following. Also let q and J denote the numbers
dened above.
(A0.1) The case jpj= ‘0:
A0(x; ; p)$B(x; + #(J ); q):
(A0.2) The case jpj<‘0:
A0(x; ; p)$ I( D(x; + #(J ); q); fA0(x; ; pi0[K−j]1[j]): i<2 & j6Kg):
In the RHS A0(x; ; pi0[K−j]1[j]) is substituted for A(x; +j; pi) in (A.2). The denition
is based on induction along a 2(1 + K)-branching tree, cf. Lemma 2.3.
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Claim 2.2. For a given p with jpj  1 (mod 1 + K); let q and J denote the numbers
dened above. Then A(x; +#(J ); q),df A0(x; ; p) enjoys (A:1) and (A:2) stated in
Lemma 2:5 provided that #(J ) has been dened so that (8) holds.
Proof of Claim 2.2.
(A.1) By (A0.1) we have for jpj= ‘0=1+ (‘− 1)(1 +K), A(x; +#(J ); q)$A0(x; ;
p)$B(x; + #(J ); q).
(A.2) For each j6K , let Jj = J  (10[K−j]1[j]), i.e., jJjj= jJ j+ K and MSP(Jj; K)= J
&8i<K(Bit(i; Jj)= 1$ i<j). Then qi and Jj are the numbers dened from pi0[K−j]
1[j]. We see #(Jj)= #(J ) + j from (8). By (A0.1) we have for jpj<‘0 and D(q) ,df
D(x; + #(J ); q),
A(x; + #(J ); q)$ A0(x; ; p)
$ I( D(q); fA0(x; ; pi0[K−j]1[j]): i<2 & j6Kg)
$ I( D(q); fA(x; + #(Jj); qi): i<2 & j6Kg)
$ I( D(q); fA(x; + #(J ) + j; qi): i<2 & j6Kg):
This shows Claim 2.2.
Conversely for a given q with jqj=1+r, let p denote the number such that jpj=1+
r(1 +K), and Bit(i; p)= 1$9j [Bit(j; q)= 1 & i=K + j(1 +K)] for i<jpj− 1. Then
A(x; ; q) ,df A0(x; ; p) enjoys (A.1) and (A.2) by Claim 2.2 since #(J )= 0 for the
number J dened from the p.
Thus the problem reduces to showing the following proposition, cf. Lemma 2.4:
Proposition 2.1. #(J ) is b0-bitdenable for jJ j6‘kxk so that (8) holds.
This is a bounded counting with a bound ‘kxk, while Corollary 2.1 is a bounded
counting with a bound jxj. By repeating the above proofs Proposition 2.1 reduces to
show the following.
Proposition 2.2. #(J ) is b0-denable for jJ j6cjxj3 + c and any constant c so that
(8) holds.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Suppose jJ j6c jxj3 + c. It suces to show that y6#(J ) is
b0-denable. Dene y6#(J ) by the formula
9juj6kJk  y + 18i<y[Bit(ui; J )= 1 & (i + 1<y! ui<ui+1) & y6jJ j];
where ui= u[kJk  i, kJk  (i+1)). This means that for some ui, u= u0y−1      u01  u00
for u0i =2
kJk+ui and u0<u1<   <uy−1<jJ j & fui: i<ygfv<jJ j: Bit(v; J )= 1g.
Each ui<jJ j and hence kJk-digits suces to represent ui in binary notation. Also note
that any multiplication occurring in this denition is a multiplication for small numbers,
cf. multi(i; j; x; y) in Section 1.
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The quantier 9juj6kJk  y with y6jJ j is a sharply bounded one since kJk 
jJ j6‘kxk for some linear form ‘ by the supposition jJ j6cjxj3 + c.
Now dene y=#(J ) by y6#(J ) & : (y + 16#(J )). Then this is equivalent to
fui: i<yg= fv<jJ j: Bit(v; J )= 1g for some u= u0y−1    u01  u00 with u0i =2kJk+ui
and u0<u1<   <uy−1<jJ j. From this we see that (8) holds.
From Theorem 2.1 we see that the multiplication is b0-bitdenable in AID : x  y
=
P
i<jy j f(i; x; y) for f(i; x; y)= x  2i  Bit(i; y) with y=
P
i<jy j 2
i  Bit(i; y).
3. ALOGTIME are b0-denable in AID
In this section we show that each predicate in ALOGTIME is b0-denable in AID.
Theorem 3.1. Each predicate in ALOGTIME is b0-denable in AID.
Proof. (cf. Belcarav et al. [2, p. 64, p. 77] for indexing alternating Turing machines).
Let A be a predicate in ALOGTIME and M =(Q;; ; q0; g) be an alternating Turing
machine which recognizes A such that M always halts in time ‘kxk on input x for a
linear form ‘. We assume that:
1. Q is a nite set of states and q0 2Q is an initial state.
2. = f0; 1g, = f0; 1; bg, where b denotes the blank.
3. g :Q!f^;_; accept; rejectg.
4.  is a transition function such that  :Q  k+2!P( k+1  Hk+1  Q) with
H = fL; N; Rg.
5. The meanings of L; R; N are given as follows. L: moving one cell to the left, R:
moving one cell to the right, N : do not move.
6. M contains (k + 2)-tapes: a read-only input tape, k-work tapes and an index tape.
M writes down a number i6jxj for an input x in binary notation on the index tape
to read the ith input symbol on the input tape. These tapes are numbered in this
order. Thus the input tape is referred to as the 0th tape.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the computation tree of M on input x is
a binary tree of depth ‘kxk. Each w2 corresponds to a node in a computation tree.
For a w2 let pd(w)2, denote a word such that w=pd(w)j for some j2, i.e.,
pd(w) is obtained from w by deleting the rightmost symbol in . Put w0w1 ,df w0
is an initial segment of w1 for words w0; w1.
Thus, we have functions (denable by some terms in the language LBA) ; H ; Q
such that for q2Q, s2 k+2, 16j6k + 1, w2 with jwj6‘kxk
((q; s; j; w): 16j6k + 1)  (H (q; s; j; w): 16j6k + 1)  (Q(q; s; w))
is in (q; s).
This (2k+3)-tuple denotes the next move at w when at the predecessor node pd(w),
the state is q and the scanned symbols are s. (q; s; k + 1; w) is the symbol written
on the index tape.
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Let q; H; s denote the following objects:
1. q=(qi: i6‘kxk)2Q; qi 2Q.
2. H =H1; : : : ; Hk+1 and for each j with 16j6k + 1,
Hj =(Hij : i6‘kxk) & Hij 2fL; N; Rg.
3. s= s0; s1; : : : ; sk+1 and for each j6k + 1,
sj =(sij: i6‘kxk) & sij 2f0; 1; bg.
Let I 2f0; 1g denote a path through the computation tree, jI j= ‘kxk. Then these
objects denote guesses on I :
1. qi is a guess of the state at node w I with jwj= i.
2. Hj is a guess of the moves of the jth head on I .
3. sj is a guess of the scanned symbols by the jth head on I .
For j with 16j6k + 1, jwj6‘kxk and 6jxj, Cj(x; q; H; s; ; w) denotes the symbol
in  written on the th cell of jth tape at node w when q; H; s are guesses on the
path I : First for the empty word , Cj(x; q; H; s; ; )= b. Next suppose w 6= . Let
Position(Hj; w) denote the position of jth head at node w. Position(Hj; w) is determined
by counting the numbers of L’s and R’s in the rst jwj part of Hj. Thus Position(Hj; w)
is b0-denable.
Case 1: 8w1w( 6= Position(Hj; w1)):  is not and has not been the position where
jth head stays at node w or has stayed before w. Then Cj(x; q; H; s; ; i)= b.
Case 2: 9w1w(=Position(Hj; w1)): let w1 denote the latest such node. Letting
w0 =pd(w1), Cj(x; q; H; s; ; w)= (qjw0j; sjw0j; j; w1) with sjw0j=(s
jw0j
j : 06j6k + 1).
Thus Cj(x; q; H; s; ; i) is b0-denable in LAID.
Letting w0 =pd(w) put
Init( q; H; s) ,df q0 = q0(initial state) &
^
fs0j = b : j6k + 1g:
State( q; s; I) ,df 8w I [w 6= ) qjwj= Q(qjw0j; sjw0j; w)]:
Head( q; H; s; I) ,df 8w I [w 6= )
^
16j6k+1
H jwjj = 
H (qjw0j; sjw0j; j; w)]:
Symbol( q; H; s; I),df 8w I
h
w 6= ) sjwj0 =Bit(Cwk+1; x) &^
16j6k+1
sjwjj =Cj(x; q; H; s; ; w)
i
;
where =Position(Hj; w) and Cwk+1 denotes a number in binary notation, i.e., C
w
k+1 2
f0; 1g such that Bit(; Cwk+1)= 1,Ck+1(x; q; H; s; ; w)= 1, in other words Cwk+1 is the
content of the (k + 1)-th index tape at the node w.
Let q(w)= q(w; I) denote the state at a node w I :
q(w)= q , 9 q 9 H 9 s [Init( q; H; s) & State( q; s; I) & Head( q; H; s; I)
& Symbol( q; H; s; I) & qjwj= q];
q; H; s are words on length at most ‘0kxk for a linear ‘0 over nite alphabets Q;H =
fL; N; Rg, = f0; 1; bg, resp. Therefore these existential quantiers are sharply bounded
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and hence q(w) is b0-denable. Further existence and uniqueness conditions for q; H; s
are provable from b0-LIND.
Dene a b0-predicate AM(x; w) in LAID such that
jwj= ‘kxk! [AM(x; w)$ q(w) is an accepting state, i.e., g(q(w))= accept]
and
jwj<‘kxk! [AM(x; w)
$ [q(w) is a universal state, i.e., g(q(w))=^ & AM(x; w0) & AM(x; w1)] _
[q(w) is an existential state, i.e., g(q(w))=_ & (AM(x; w0) _ AM(x; w1))]]:
Thus the given predicate A2ALOGTIME is dened by A(x)$AM(x; ).
Remark. If we do not guess q; H; s and try to dene directly the conguration C(x; i)
on input x at the node i, then the resulting denition would involve a complicated
simultaneous inductive denition, even if M is a deterministic Turing machine with
run times at most ‘kxk.
4. Consistency proof of Frege system
In this section we show that a truth denition for PLOF formulae (Postx-Longer-
Operands-First) is b0-denable in AID. This is done by mimicking the proofs in Buss
[7] almost word for word. The reader is recommended to have a copy of [7] in hand.
Although one could apply the simplied algorithm for boolean formula evaluation in
[9], we stick to [7], since the latter gave a full proof of the fact that the truth denition
respects the meanings of propositional connectives.
In the next section we show that, if f(x) is a b0-bitdenable function in AID, then
C(f(x)) is b0-denable in AID for any 
b
0-formula C(y), cf. Lemma 5.6. Therefore
we can use freely such functions in b0-formulae.
Let x be (a code of) a sequence of 19<25 symbols in the set
= fp; 0; 1; ( ; ) (parentheses); (comma); 13 propositional connectivesg,
where propositional connectives are unary or binary, cf. [7, p. 8].
1. the length jxj of x as a word from , 5jxj= jxj.
2. jth symbol from  in x: Symxj = x[5(j − 1); 5j) for 16j6jxj.
3. A logical symbol is a parenthesis, comma, propositional connective or propositional
variable pi (i is a word on f0; 1g).
4. R(x; j; i),df i=#fk6j : Symxk is not 0 nor 1g.
Let 0Symxj is in x[i]
0 ,df R(x; j; i).
5. x[i] = the ith logical symbol of x= x[5m; 5n), where
m= minfj6jxj: Symxj is in x[i]g,
n= maxfj6jxj: Symxj is in x[i]g+ 1.
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Note that minfj6jxj:   g, maxfj6jxj:   g with b0 conditions    are available in
b0-formulae by 
b
0-LIND.
jxjL = the number of logical symbols in x=#fj6jxj: Symxj is not 0 nor 1g:
First of all we have to develop metamathematics, arithmetization of syntax, e.g.,
dene x to be (a code of) a postx formula i x[1] is an atomic formula, the number
#i6jxjL (x[i] is an atomic formula) is equal to 1+#i6jxjL (x[i] is a binary connective)
and the number #i6j(x[i] is an atomic formula) is larger than the number #i6j(x[i]
is a binary connective) for any j<jxjL.
This requires countings, C’(x)= #fi<jxj: ’(i)g. It is easy to see the
Proposition 4.1. There exists a b0-formula PL(x; i) such that if x is an inx formula,
then y= fi<jxj: PL(x; i)g is the PLOF form of x; i.e.; for any k<jxjL; the kth symbol
of y is the kth PLOF symbol of x; cf. [7, p. 12].
In the following, otherwise stated, x denotes a PLOF formula. By b0-LIND, which
corresponds to brute forth induction in [7], we have, cf. [7, p. 16]: 8j6jxjL9!i6jxjL
fx[i; j] is a formulag, where x[i; j] denotes a substring of x from x[i] through x[j]
inclusive. Therefore, we have a b0-denable function xj such that
xj = the unique subformula of x of the form x[i; j]:
For i; j6jxjL, cf. [7, p. 16],
jE i ,df x[j] is in xi ,df k6j6i with xi= x[k; i]
lca(j; i)=df minfk6jxjL: iE k & jE kg:
Let x[i; j] be a 61-scarred formula, cf. [7, p. 15]. Suppose l<r; l<j and i6r.
Then k is the breakpoint of x[i; j] 1-selected by (l; r] if (cf. [7, p. 16]).
k = maxfk6minfr; jg: either x[l+ 1] or x[i] is in xkg. This is a b0-denition.
Dene, cf. [7, p. 16], u and u inductively: 0 = 2, u= b 12uc; u+1 =u+ u, i.e.,
u= b 32b 32    b 322c   cc with u’s b 32 c.
u is needed to be dened up to jxjL<u−1. Therefore u<kxk suces.
To see that u (u<kxk) is b0-denable, we use the carry{save{addition as in the
proof of Theorem 2.1: for jpj6kxk, the node p codes the number fS(x; ; p) +
C(x; ; p)g, and the number corresponds to kxk−jpj if p is even, and to kxk−jpj
if p is odd. For u<kxk, u<( 32 )u+2<2u+268jxj. Thus we can use the functions u
and u in b0-formulae.
One can b0-dene the following in [7, pp. 17{19]:
1. Breakpoints ap (p=1; 2; 3; 4) of x[i; j] generated by (m; n] with n − m=u+1 for
some u>0.
(a) a1 is the breakpoint of x[i; j] 1-selected by (m;m+ u]
(b) a2 is the breakpoint of x[i; j] 1-selected by (m+ u; n− u]
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(c) a4 is the least common ancestor lca(a1; a2) of a1; a2
(d) a3 = a4 − 1.
2. For a formula x[i; j] and numbers n; m such that m<i6j6n and n − m=u+1,
split the formula x[i; j] into up to 64 subformulae
SubFm1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) (p=1; 2; 3; 4) by introducing the breakpoints ap generated
by (m; n]:
SubFm1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; 1)= [i; a1];
SubFm1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; 2)= [a1 + 1; a2];
SubFm1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; 3)= [a2 + 1; a3];
SubFm1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; 4)= [a4 + 1; j];
where breakpoints are dened so that, if a2 6= a4, then
BinOp(x; [i; j]; (m; n])= x[a4] is a binary connective.
3. x[i] is a scar of the interval [a; b] i i<a and there is a connective x[k] with
a6k6b such that xi is one of the operands of x[k].
Then Lemma 12 in [7, p. 19] is provable in AID.
Lemma 4.1 (Buss, [7, Lemma 12 in p. 19]). AID proves the followings: let x[i; j] be
a 61-scarred formula, n − m=u+1 and ap (p=1; 2; 3; 4) the breakpoints of x[i; j]
generated by (m; n].
(a) i6m+ u<j) a1 + 1E a2;
(b) maxfm+ 1; ig6a6a2) aE a1 _ aE a2; and
maxfm+ 1; ig6a6a3) aE a1 _ aE a2 _ aE a3.
(c) For p=1; 2; 3; 4; SubFm1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) does not have more than one scar x[k]
with k>maxfm+ 1; ig
In the proof of Lemma 4.1(a) use the fact that x is a PLOF formula. For a proof
of Lemma 4.1 we need:
Proposition 4.2. 1. aE b) a6b
2. xb= x[a; b]) (a6c6b, cE b);
3. a<b & a?b(,df :(aE b _ bE a)) & c= lca(a; b)) bE c − 1.
cf. [7, p. 21]. Let n − m=u+1. For k6u + 1 and 16p1; : : : ; pk64, (the sequence
p1; : : : ; pk is coded by a number of length 1 + 2k63 + 2u<3 + 2kxk) dene
Intk((m; n]; p1; : : : ; pk)= (m0; n0]
with
m0=m+
kX
j=1

1
2
(pj − 1)

 u+1−j and n0=m0 + u+1−k
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and
b 12 (p− 1)c=

0 if p=1; 2;
1 if p=3; 4:
This can be b0-dened by using vector summation g(x; y)=
P
i<jxj f(i; y).
Denition 4.1. Iteration of spliting into subformulae SubFmk . cf. [7, p. 22]. For
k6u+1, 16p1; : : : ; pk64, 16l6k let al1; : : : ; a
l
4 be breakpoints of x[i; j] generated by
Intl−1((m; n]; p1; : : : ; pl−1). Put al0 = i − 1, al5 = j and
il=

pl − 1 if 16pl63;
4 if pl=4:
Then SubFm1(x; [i; j]; Intl−1((m; n]; p1; : : : ; pl−1); pl)= [alil + 1; a
l
1+il]. Put
ck = maxfalil : 16l6kg; dk = minfal1+il : 16l6kg:
Dene for (m0; n0] = Intk−1((m; n]; p1; : : : ; pk−1)
SubFmk(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p1; : : : ; pk) =df [ck + 1; dk ]
=
\
16l6k
SubFm1(x; [i; j]; Intl−1((m; n];
p1; : : : ; pl−1); pl)
= SubFmk−1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p1; : : : ; pk−1)
\ SubFm1(x; [i; j]; (m0; n0]; pk):
Lemma 4.2 (Buss [7, Lemma 13 in p. 22]). AID proves the following: Suppose x[i; j]
is a 61-scarred subformula, n<i6j6m; n − m=u+1; k>0 and 16p1; : : : ; pk
6 4; and let A denote the interval SubFmk(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p1; : : : ; pk). Then
(a) A is properly contained in Intk((m; n]; p1; : : : ; pk).
(b) Each symbol in A is in exactly one of the intervals SubFmk+1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p1; : : : ;
pk ; pk+1) (16pk+164) or is the binary operator BinOp(x; A; Intk((m; n]; p1; : : : ;
pk)).
(c) Each SubFmk+1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p1; : : : ; pk ; pk+1) (16pk+164) is a61-scarred sub-
formula.
Finally dene the truth value of x[i; j] by synthesizing truth values Valuek(x; [i; j];
(m; n]; p) of subformulae SubFmk(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) (p=p1; : : : ; pk).
Denition 4.2 (Buss [7, p. 23]). Let n−m=u+1; m<i6j6n; x[i; j] is a61-scarred
formula, 06k6u+ 1; 16p1; : : : ; pk64.
Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) (p=p1; : : : ; pk) is dened by
Case 1: k = u+ 1: Then Intk(x; (m; n]; p)= (a; a+ 2] for some a.
If SubFmk(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) is undened, then
Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p)=df (>;?):
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Otherwise SubFmk(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) consists of a single logical symbol, : or > or ?
or a variable q. Then Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) is dened to be (?;>) or (>;>) or
(?;?) or (q; q), resp. By (q; q) we mean (>;>) if q has truth value True and (?;?)
if q has truth value False.
Cases 2 and 3: k6u : Let (a; b] = Intk(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p); 16pk+164. Put Ipk+1=
SubFmk+1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p; pk+1). Then by Lemma 4.2(b) A= SubFmk(x; [i; j];
(m; n]; p)= I1 _[I2 _[I3 _[I4 _[BinOp(x; A; Intk((m; n]; p)) (disjoint union) by using break-
points a1; : : : ; a4 of x[i; j] generated by (a; b]. Let vp (p=1; 2; 3; 4) denote the truth
value
vp=Valuek+1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p; p):
Case 2: a2 = a4: Then dene
Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p)= v1  v2  v4
for the (reverse) composition :
(r1; r2)= (s1; s2)  (t1; t2),df ri=

t1 if si=>;
t2 if si=?:
Case 3: a2 6= a4: Then dene
Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p)=fBinOp(v1; v2)  v3  v4;
where, if BinOp(x; [i; j]; Intk((m; n]; p))=, then
fBinOp((s1; s2); (t1; t2))=df (s1  t1; s2  t2):
(In this case we have t1 = t2.)
Now, we examine the denition of Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p1; : : : ; pk) in AID. Let
Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) (p=p1; : : : ; pk) be a predicate for 2f>;?g such that if
Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p)= (1; 2) (1; 2 2f>;?g);
then
Value>k (x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) holds , 1 =>;
Value?k (x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) holds , 2 =>:
Denition 4.2 gives a simultaneous inductive denition of the predicates
Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) (2f>;?g) along a quadtree of depth u+ 2<kj − ik+ 26
jjxjj+ 26kxk+ 2: for some b0 B; D in LAID and a boolean I .
Case 1: k = u+ 1 : Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p)$B(x; i; j; m; n; p; ).
Cases 2 and 3: k6u: Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) i I( D(x; i; j; m; n; p; );
fValuek+1(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p; i): i=1; : : : ; 4; 2f>;?gg) (BinOp(x; [i; j]; Intk((m; n]; p))
is one of the nitely many binary connectives, and so can be written as a nite
disjunction.)
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Thus by Lemmata 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, Valuek(x; [i; j]; (m; n]; p) is 
b
0-denable in AID.
Further this truth denition respects the meanings of propositional connectives and
the truth value Value0(x; [i; j]; (m; n]) is independent of m and n.
Assume that x[i; j] is a 61-scarred formula, n − m=u+1; m<i6j6n. Then we
have the following lemmata and corollary by b0-LIND.
Lemma 4.3 (Buss [7, Lemma 14 in p. 24]). If x[j] is a unary connective ; then
Value0(x; [i; j]; (m; n])=Value0(x; [i; j− 1]; (m; n])  (s1; s2) where (s1; s2) is the pair of
boolean truth values giving the truth value of the 61-scarred formula .
(If =:; then (s1; s2)= (?;>)).
Lemma 4.4 (Buss [7, Lemma 15 in p. 25]). Suppose that x[j] is a binary connective
 and let f be the binary function such that f((s1; s2); (t; t))= (s1 t; s2 t). Then
(a) If x[i; j − 1] is an unscarred formula;
Value0(x; [i; j]; (m; n])=f((>;?); Value0(x; [i; j − 1]; (m; n])):
(b) Otherwise; let k 2 [i; j] be such that x[k; j − 1] is a formula (unscarred). Then
Value0(x; [i; j]; (m; n])
=f(Value0(x; [i; k − 1]; (m; n]); Value0(x; [k; j − 1]; (m; n])):
Corollary 4.1 (Buss [7, Corollary 16 in p. 25]). If x[i; j] is a formula and if mk<i
6 j6jk ; nk − mk =uk+1 for k =1; 2; then
Value0(x; [i; j]; (m1; n1])=Value0(x; [i; j]; (m2; n2]):
Thus we can b0-dene the truth for PLOF formulae by
TRUEPLOF(x; [i; j])=Value

0(x; [i; j]; (m; n])
with 2f>;?g; n− m=u+1 and m<i6j6n, e.g., m= i − 1; u= kj − ik − 1.
Let RFN (PLOF-F) denote
8x2PLOF[PLOF-F‘ x!TRUEPLOF(x)];
the reection schema for a PLOF Frege system. Proofs in PLOF-F are sequences of
PLOF formulae separated commas. By counting commas we can b0-dene a function
(i; x)= ith formula of a proof x.
For an inx formula x we set
TRUE(x) ,df TRUEPLOF(fi<jxj: PL(x; i)g)
for the PLOF form y= fi<jxj: PL(x; i)g of x, cf. Proposition 4.1, Denitions 5.6,
5.5 and Lemma 5.6. Thus RFN (F) denotes 8x[F‘ x!TRUE(x)], i.e., 8x[F‘ x!
TRUEPLOF(fi<jxj: PL(x; i)g)], Reection schema for a Frege system.
By the above examinations of proofs in [7] we conclude the
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Theorem 4.1. 1: AID‘RFN (PLOF-F) for any Frege system F.
2: AID‘RFN (F) for any Frege system F.
5. Stratications
In this section stratications of formulae are dened. These are in essence interpre-
tation of rst-order formulae as second-order formulae, and to rewrite a formula into
an equivalent one in normal form. In later sections we need these.
First we dene stratied formulae in LBA.
Denition 5.1 (Stratied formulae in LBA). Let x, u and { be sequences of variables
with x\fug\ {= ;. Let BBA(x; {) and BBA(x; u; {) denote the sets of formulae gener-
ated as follows:
1. Atomic formulae of the forms
Bit(i; x)= 1; Bit(i; j)= 1; p({)= q({); p({)<q({)
are in BBA(x; {)\BBA(x; u; {), where x is in the list x, i; j are in the list {; p({); q({)
are polynomials in {.
2. If B0( x; {); B1( x; {)2BBA(x; {), then B0 ^B1; B0 _B1;:B0 2BBA(x; {). Similarly the
set BBA(x; u; {) is closed under propositional connectives.
3. If B( x; u; { _j)2BBA(x; u; { _j), then Qj<uB( x; u; { _j)2BBA(x; u; {) for Q2f8;9g.
4. If B( x; { _j)2BBA(x; { _j), then Qj<pj xjB( x; { _j)2BBA(x; {) for any polynomial
pj xj and Q2f8;9g.
5. If B( x _y; {)2BBA(x _y; {), then Qjyj6‘k xkB( x _y; {)2BBA(x; {) for any linear
form ‘k xk and Q2f8;9g.
We say that a b0-formula B( x; {) in LBA is stratied with respect to ( x; {) if
B( x; {)2BBA(x; {). Also we say that a b0-formula B( x) in LBA is stratied with re-
spect to x if B( x)2BBA(x;) with the empty list {= ;. When no confusion is likely to
occur, we simply write BBA for BBA(x; {).
Observe that in a formula in the set BBA(x; u; {), no quantier Qjyj6‘k xk occurs
for a ‘second-order’ variable y, i.e., a variable in the rst list x. Also note that function
‘constants’ occurring in a formula in BBA are Bit;+; 0; 1; jxj and jxjjyj; i  j.
First we exhibit u-stratied forms B= (x; y; u); B<(x; y; u) of atomic formulae x=y;
x<y and Bf( x; u; i) of the function constants f. These enjoy demonstrably in b0−LIND
the following:
u>maxfjxj; jyjg) (B=(x; y; u)$ x=y)& (B<(x; y; u)$ x<y);
u>
X
fjxk j: xk 2 xg) (Bf( x; u; i)$Bit(i; f( x))= 1): (9)
1. (=): B= (x; y; u),df 8i<u(Bit(i; x)= 1$Bit(i; y)= 1).
B= (x; y; u)$ x=y if u>maxfjxj; jyjg.
2. (<): B<(x; y; u) i
9j<u[Bit(j; x) 6= 1^Bit(j; y)= 1^8i<u(j<i! (Bit(i; x)= 1$Bit(i; y)= 1))].
B<(x; y; u)$ x<y if u>maxfjxj; jyjg.
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3. (zero): B0(; u; i),df i<i$Bit(i; 0)=1.
4. (one): B1(; u; i),df i=0$Bit(i; 1)=1.
5. (addition): B+(x; y; u; i) i
Bit(i; x)= 1Bit(i; y)= 19j<u[j<i^Bit(j; x)= 1^Bit(j; y) = 1^8k<ufj<
k<i! (Bit(k; x)= 1Bit(k; y)= 1)g],
where  denotes the excluded or. We have B+(x; y; u; i)$Bit(i; x+y)= 1 if u>jxj.
6. (half): Bbx=2c(x; u; i) i
9j<u(Bit(j; x)= 1^ j= i + 1)$Bit(i + 1; x)= 1.
Bbx=2c(x; u; i)$Bit(i; bx=2c)= 1 if u>jxj.
7. (modied subtraction): B− (x; y; u; i) i
B<(y; x; u)^ [f(Bit(i; x)= 1  Bit(i; y)= 1)^:BLSP(x; y; i; u)y[0; i)6x[0; i)g_
fBit(i; x)=Bit(i; y)^BLSP(x; y; i; u)g],
where BLSP(x; y; i; u) denotes 9j<u[j<i^Bit(j; x) 6= 1^Bit(j; y)= 1^8k
<u(j<k<i! (Bit(k; x)= 1$Bit(k; y)= 1))].
BLSP(x; y; i; u)$ x[0; i)<y[0; i) if u>i. Hence B− (x; y; u; i)$Bit(i; x−y)= 1
if u>maxfjxj; jyjg.
8. (part): Bx[y; z)(x; y; z; u; i) i
9j<u9k<u(Bit(j; x)= 1^ k + i= j^B= (k; y; u)^B<(j; z; u).
We have Bx[y; z)(x; y; z; u; i)$9j<jxj(Bit(j; x)= 1^y + i= j<z)$Bit(i; x[y; z))
= 1 if u>maxfjxj; jzjg.
9. (length): Bjxj(x; u; i) i
9j<u[Bit(j; x)= 1^8k<u(k>j!Bit(k; x) 6= 1)^B+(j; 1; u; i)].
Since jxj= minfx;maxfj<jxj :Bit(j; x)= 1g+ 1g, we have
Bit(i; jxj)= 1$9j<jxj[j= maxfj<jxj :Bit(j; x)= 1g^Bit(i; j + 1)=1] and hence
Bjxj(x; u; i)$Bit(i; jxj)= 1 if u>jxj.
10. (x + 1=y) :B+1(x; y; u),df 8i<u(B+(x; 1; u; i)$Bit(i; y)= 1).
B+1(x; y; u)$ x + 1=y if u>maxfjxj; jyjg.
11. (y= jxj) :By= jxj(y; x; u) i
8i < u(Bit(i; y) 6= 1 ^ Bit(i; x) 6= 1) _ 9j < u[Bit(j; x) = 1 ^ 8k<u(k>j !
Bit(k; x) 6= 1)^B+1(j; y; u)].
Then By= jxj(y; x; u)$ x=y=0_y= maxfj<jxj :Bit(j; x)= 1g + 1$y= jxj
if u>maxfjxj; jyjg.
12. (padding): Bx2jyj(x; y; u; i) i
9j<u9k<u[Bit(j; x)= 1^ k + j= i^By= jxj(k; y; u)].
Since we have Bit(i; x 2jyj)= 1$9j<jxj[Bit(j; x)= 1^ i= jyj+j], Bx2jyj(x; y; u; i)
$Bit(i; x  2jyj)= 1 if u>jxj+ jyj.
13. (smash) : B#(x; y; u; i) i
9j<u9k<u(i= j  k ^By= jxj(j; x; u)^By= jxj(k; y; u)).
B#(x; y; u; i)$Bit(i; x#y)= 1 if u>maxfjxj; jyjg.
Denition 5.2 (Bitwise computability). 1. Let t( x) be a term with variables x. (Ev-
ery variable in t( x) need not be in the list x.) We say that t( x) is bitwise com-
putable with respect to x denoted by t( x)2CBA if there exists a stratied formula
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Ct ( x; i)2BBA(x; i) such that
AID‘8i<jt( x)j[Bit(i; t( x))= 1$Ct ( x; i)]: (10)
2. Let C( x) be a b0-formula in LBA with variables x. (Every free variable in C( x)
need not be in the list x.) We say that C( x) is bitwise computable with respect to
x denoted by C( x)2CBA if there exists a stratied formula C( x)2BBA(x; ) such
that
AID‘C( x)$C( x): (11)
Lemma 5.1. t( x); s( x)2CBA) t( x)= s( x); t( x)<s( x)2CBA.
Proof. Let pj xj be a polynomial such that maxfjt( x)j; js( x)jg6pj xj. Then t( x)= s( x)
$B= (t( x); s( x);pj xj) and t( x)<s( x)$B<(t( x); s( x);pj xj) by (9). In the RHS’s re-
place Bit(i; t( x))= 1 by Ct ( x; i), and quantiers Qi<u by Qi<pj xj.
Lemma 5.2. For any term t( x); t( x)2CBA.
Proof by induction on the complexity of the term t. Put tf(t) with t = t0; : : : ; tn−1,
and suppose tCBA as IH (induction hypothesis). Let pj xj be a polynomial such thatPfjtk( x)j: k<ng6pj xj. Then by (9) Bit(i; t)= 1$Bf(t;pj xj; i). In the RHS replace
Bit(j; tk( x))= 1 by Ctk ( x; j), and quantiers Qi<u by Qi<pj xj.
Lemma 5.3. For any b0-formula C( x)2LBA; C( x)2CBA.
Proof. By induction on the length of b0-formula C( x)2LBA. From Lemmata 5.1 and
5.2 we see that the case C is atomic. Consider the case C( x)8y6jtjC0( x; y). Then
C( x)$8y6jtjC0 ( x; y)$8jyj6‘k xk[y6jtj!C0 ( x; y)] for a linear form ‘k xk>
ktk. By the atomic cases, the part y6jtj can be stratied. We are done.
Denition 5.3. For a term t( x), Ct ( x; i) denotes a stratied (
b
0-)formula in BBA(x; i)
so that
AID‘8i<jt( x)j[Bit(i; t( x))= 1$Ct ( x; i)]: (10)
For a b0-formula C( x)2LBA, C( x) denotes a stratied (b0-)formula in BBA(x; )
so that
AID‘C( x)$C( x): (11)
Remark. Note that by the construction, we see that, in the formulae Ct ( x; i) giving
ith digit of a term t and in the stratied form C( x) of an a tomic formula, no
quantier Qjyj6‘k xk occurs for a ‘second-order’ variable y, i.e., a variable in the rst
list x.
Next, we dene stratied formulae in LAID.
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Denition 5.4 (Stratied formulae in LAID). Let x and { be sequences of variables
with x \ {= ;. Let B( x; {) denote the set of formulae generated as follows:
1. BBA(x; {)B( x; {).
2. For the inductively dened predicate A‘;B; D;I dened from ‘; B; D; I , A‘;B; D;I (t1; : : : ;
tn; s)2B( x; {) i
(a) Terms t1; : : : ; tn; s are variables y1; : : : ; yn; p so that y1; : : : ; yn x&p2 {, and
(b) B(x1; : : : ; xn; i); D(x1; : : : ; xn; i)2BBA(x; {).
3. B( x; {) is closed under propositional connectives.
4. If B( x; { _j)2B( x; { _j), then Qj<pj xjB( x; { _j)2B( x; {) for any polynomial pj xj
and Q2f8;9g.
5. If B( x _y; {)2B( x _y; {), then Qjyj6‘k xkB( x _y; {)2B( x; {) for any linear form
‘k xk and Q2f8;9g.
We say that a b0-formula B( x; {) in LAID is stratied with respect to ( x; {) if B( x; {)2B
( x; {). Also we say that a b0-formula B( x) in LAID is stratied with respect to x if
B( x)2B( x; ) with the empty list {= ;. When no confusion is likely to occur, we simply
write B for B( x; {).
Let C( x) be a b0-formula in LAID with variables x. (Every free variable in C( x)
need not be in the list x.) We say that C( x) is bitwise computable with respect to x
denoted by C( x)2C if there exists a stratied formula C( x)2B( x; ) such that
AID‘C( x)$C( x): (11)
Lemma 5.4. For any b0-formula C( x)2LAID, C( x)2C.
Proof. By induction on the complexity of b0-formula C( x)2LAID. The case C( x)2LBA
is done in Lemma 5.3. Consider the case when C( x) is a formula A(t( x); s( x)) for an
inductively dened predicate A.
Case 1: The term s is a variable x2 x: Then for a polynomial qj xj with jqj xjj>‘k xk,
A(t( x); x)$9p<qj xj[p= x^A(t( x); p)]. Therefore it suces to show A(t( x); p)$
A0( x; p) for some A0( x; p)2B( x;p). Let ‘0 be a linear form such that ‘kt( x)k6‘0k xk,
B0( x; p); D0( x; p)2BBA(x;p) stratied formulae such that D0( x; p)$ D(t( x); p) and
B0( x; p)$B(t( x); p). Then
(A.1) 0 6= jpj= ‘0k xk! [A(t( x); p)$ ‘kt( x)k= ‘0k xk&B0( x; p)], and
(A.2) 0 6= jpj<‘0k xk! [A(t( x); p) i either jpj<‘kt( x)k& I( D0( x; p); A(t( x); p0);
A(t( x); p1))] or jpj= ‘kt( x)k&B0( x; p).
Therefore for a boolean I0, an inductively dened A0( x; p) from ‘0; B0; D0; I0 is a
desired one.
Case 2: Otherwise we have A(t( x); s( x))$9jpj6‘kt( x)k(A(t( x); p)^p= s( x)), and
hence the case is reduced to the Case 1 by Lemma 5.3.
Denition 5.5. For a b0-formula C( x) C
( x) denotes a stratied b0-formula in B( x; )
so that
AID‘C( x)$C( x): (11)
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In Section 8 we need to substitute a formula in a stratied formula. First such a
substitution is dened and some elementary facts on it are established.
Denition 5.6 (Substituting a formula in a stratied formula). Let C(y) 2 B( y; |)
with y2 y and A0( x; i) a b0-formula and pj xj a polynomial. We dene a b0-formula
C(fi<pj xj : A0( x; i)g) as follows: Let lh(p; A0) denote a b0-denable function in AID
such that
lh(p; A0)=

maxfi<pj xj : A0( x; i)g+ 1 if 9i<pj xjA0( x; i);
0 otherwise:
(12)
Then C(fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g) is obtained by replacing Bit(j; y)= 1 by j<pj xj ^A0( x; j)
and by replacing jyj by lh(p; A0).
The substitution y 7! fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g commutes with propositional connectives.
If C(y)Qz<qjyjC0(z; y), then
C(fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g),df Qz<q(lh(p; A))C0(z; fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g);
Bit(j; fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g)= 1,df j<pj xj ^A0( x; j):
The case C(y)A‘;B; D;I (t1; : : : ; ti−1; y; ti+1; : : : ; tn; j): For simplicity we assume that
none of variables t1; : : : ; ti−1; ti+1; : : : ; tn is the variable y. Let ‘0 denote a linear form
such that if ‘k zk= Pk ckkzkk+ d, thenX
k 6=i
ckkzkk+ d+ cijlh(p; A0)j<‘0kz1; : : : ; zi−1; zi+1; : : : ; zn; xk:
Put
B0(z1; : : : ; zi−1; zi+1; : : : ; zn; x; p),df
B(z1; : : : ; zi−1; fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g; zi+1; : : : ; zn; x; p);
D
0
(z1; : : : ; zi−1; zi+1; : : : ; zn; x; p),df
D(z1; : : : ; zi−1; fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g; zi+1; : : : ; zn; x; p);
B0; D0 are b0-formuale in LAID if A0( x; i) =2LBA.
Let A0(z1; : : : ; zi−1; zi+1; : : : ; zn; x; p) denote the inductively dened predicate such that
for 0 6= jpj6‘0kz1; : : : ; zi−1; zi+1; : : : ; zn; xk
A0(z1; : : : ; zi−1; zi+1; : : : ; zn; x; p) i
jpj= Pk 6=i ckkzkk+ d+ cijlh(p; A0)j&B0(z; x; p), or
jpj<Pk 6=i ckkzkk+ d+ cijlh(p; A0)j& I( D0(z; x; p); A0(z; x; p0); A0(z; x; p1))
with z= z1; : : : ; zi−1; zi+1; : : : ; zn.
A0 is b0-denable in AID by Lemma 2.4, (Iterated inductive denitions) when
A0 62 LBA. Then
A‘;B; D; I (t1; : : : ; ti−1; fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g; ti+1; : : : ; tn; j),df
A0(t1; : : : ; ti−1; ti+1; : : : ; tn; x; j):
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Denition 5.7. For b0-formulae C(y); A0( x; i) and a polynomial pj xj; C(fi<pj xj:
A0( x; i)g) denote the formula C(fi<pj xj: A0( x; i)g).
Lemma 5.5. For a stratied formula C(y);
AID ‘ y= fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g ! [C(y)$ C(fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g)];
where y= fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g ,df jyj<pj xj&8i<pj xj(i 2 y $ A( x; i)).
Proof. By induction on the complexity of C.
Lemma 5.6. Let C(y) be a b0-formula in LAID. Let f( x) be a 
b
0-bitdenable function
in AID; and hence b0-denable in AID + 
b
0−CA:
f( x)=y ,df jyj6pj xj & 8i<pj xj(Bit(i; y)= 1$ A( x; i))(A 2 b0):
Then C(f( x)) is b0-denable in AID.
Proof. By induction on the complexity of the stratied form C of C using (12).
Lemma 5.7. 1: For a term t( x) let t( x) denote fi<jt( x)j: Ct ( x; i)g. For terms s(z; y)
and t(y) let u(y) =df s(t(y); y) =df s(z; y)[t(y)=z] denote the result of substituting
t(y) for z in s(z; y). Then
AID ‘ u(y)= s(z; y)[t(y)=z];
where = means that these are coextensional.
2: For a b0-formula C(z; y) and a term t(y);
AID ‘ C(t(y); y)$ C(z; y)[t(y)=z]:
Proof. 5.7.1. By Lemma 5.5 and (10) we have Cs (t
(y); i)$Cs (t; i)$Bit(i; s(t(y);
y))= 1$ Cu (y; i).
5.7.2. This follows from Lemma 5.5 and (11).
Lemma 5.8. Let B(i) be a b0-formula in which a variable y does not occur; C(z; y)
a b0-formula; pjt0j a polynomial for some terms t0; t(y); s(y) terms and ‘ a linear
form. Let D(y) denote the following b0-formula:
D(y)  jt(y)j6‘ ks(y)k ^ C(t(y); y)! 9jzj6‘ ks(y)kC(z; y):
Then AID ‘ D(y)[fi<p jt0j: B(i)g=y].
Proof. By Lemma 5.7 we have C(t(y); y)! C(z; y)[t(y)=z]. Let C1(y) be a strati-
ed formula such that C1(y)$ C(t(y); y).
Then C1(B)! C(z; y)[t(B)=z; B=y] for B= fi<pjt0j: B(i)g and t(B)= t(y)[B=y],
a b0-formula. By jt(B)j6‘ks(B)k and b0-LCA, Lemma 1.1 we have 9jzj6‘ks(B)k
8i<jt(B)j [i 2 z $ t(B)].
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6. Frege system simulates AID
In this section we show that any b0-theorem in AID yields true boolean sentences
of which F has polysize proofs.
For each stratied b0-formula B( x; {) 2 B( x; {) (x= x1; : : : ; xn) in LAID, we dene a
valuation  x: fpkj :16k6n; j<jxk jg ! f>;?g and a boolean formula hB( x; {)i so that
1. Atoms occurring in hB( x; {)i are among the atoms p1; : : : ; pn where pk =pk0 ; : : : ;
pkmk−1 with mk = jxk j.
2. The bitgraph of the function ’B : ( x; {) 7! hB( x; {)i is b0-denable in AID, i.e.,
there exists a b0-formula AB( x; {; j) in LAID for each B such that
AB( x; {; j)$ Bit(j; hB( x; {)i)= 1;
where the boolean formula hB( x; {)i is coded by 0-1 words as in [7].
3.
AID ‘ B( x; {)$ TRUE(hB( x; {)i;  x);
where RHS means that the boolean formula hB( x; {)i is true under the valuation  x
dened by
 x(pkj )=
> if Bit(j; xk)= 1;
? if Bit(j; xk)= 0:
Alternatively, we can dene hB( x; {)i as a sentence which is the result of replacing
each atom pkj by  x(p
k
j ).
Let ’( py) be a boolean formula with atoms py =py0 ; : : : ; p
y
jyj−1 and y : p
y !
f>;?g the valuation dened by
y(p
y
j )=
> if Bit(j; y)= 1;
? if Bit(j; y)= 0:
Then (’( py); y) denotes the result of replacing each atom p
y
j by y(p
y
j ) 2 f>;?g.
Denition 6.1 (Translation into boolean formulae). In the following we dene induc-
tively a boolean formula hB( x; {)i for B( x; {) 2 B( x; {). First hB( x; {)i is dened for
a formula B( x; {) 2 LBA in which no quantier jyj6‘k xk occurs. This includes the
stratied forms of atomic formulae in LBA, e.g., of the formula jyj6‘k xk, cf. Remark
after Denition 5.3. Then a boolean formula is dened for any formula in LBA, and
nally for any formula in LAID.
1.
hBit(i; xk)= 1i=

pki if i<jxk j;
? otherwise:
hBit(i; j)= 1i; hp({)= q({)i; hp({)<q({)i are dened to be > or ? if the formula
is true or false, resp.
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2. Inductively, dened predicate A‘;B; D; I .
(A.0) :[0 6= jpj6‘k xk]: hA‘;B; D; I ( x; p)i =df ?.
(A.1) 0 6= jpj6‘k xk& jpj= ‘k xk: hA‘;B; D; I ( x; p)i =df hB( x; p)i.
(A.2) 0 6= jpj6‘k xk& jpj<‘k xk:
hAB; D; I; ‘( x; p)i =df hI( D( x; p); A‘;B; D; I ( x; p0); A‘;B; D; I ( x; p1))i:
3. hi commutes with propositional connectives.
4. h8j<pj xjB( x; {_j)i= VfhB( x; {_j)i: j<pj xjg and
h9j<pj xjB( x; {_j)i= WfhB( x; {_j)i: j<pj xjg.
5. h8jyj6‘k xkB( x_y; {)i= Vf(hjyj6‘k xki ! hB( x_y; {)i; y): jyj6‘k xkg and
h9jyj6‘k xkB( x_y; {)i= Wf(hjyj6‘k xki ^ hB( x_y; {)i; y): jyj6‘k xkg.
It is straightforward to see that the size of the boolean formula hB( x; {)i is bounded
by a polynomial in x for each B. The b0-bitdenability of hB( x; {)i follows from a
tree induction in AID.
Theorem 6.1. For any b0-formula B( x); if AID ‘ B( x); then there exists a polynomial
pj xj and a b0-formula P( x; i) such that
AID ‘ fi<pj xj: P( x; i)g is a Frege proof of hB( x)i
and hence by b0-CA; 9jyj6pj xj 8i<pj xj (i 2 y $ P( x; i)); AID + b0-CA ‘F ‘pj xj
hB( x)i for an equivalent stratied formula B.
Note that b0-CA is needed here only because of a hidden existential bounded quat-
ier in F ‘pj xj.
Theorem 6.1 is seen as in [18, pp. 148{154] by showing rst, in AID, that there
exists a polysize Frege proof of h[y= t ! (B(y) $ B(t))]i for each b0-formula
B(y) and each term t with a fresh variable y. The latter is shown by induction on the
formula B(y) and the term t.
7. Bounded arithmetics for Frege system
In this section we introduce some systems of bounded arithmetic in the language
LBA, i.e., without inductively dened predicates A‘;B;
D; I which are equivalent to AID.
These systems contain a base fragment b0-LIND of bounded arithmetic in the lang-
uage LBA.
Denition 7.1. b0-RD (
b
0-Recursive denitions) denotes the axiom schema whose
instances are of the following form: for b0 B; D, a boolean I and a linear form ‘,
cf. (A.1) and (A.2) in Denition 1.2,
8 x 9jyj62‘k xk8jij6‘k xk[f0 6= jij= ‘k xk ! (i 2 y $ B( x; i))g
^f0 6= jij<‘k xk ! (i 2 y $ I( D( x; i); i0 2 y; i1 2 y))g] (13)
where i 2 y $ Bit(i; y)= 1.
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Lemma 7.1. b0--RD ‘ b0-CA.
Proof. Let B be a b0-formula and pjxj a polynomial. Let ‘ denote a linear form
such that jpjxjj<‘kxk. Pick a y by using b0-RD so that jij= ‘kxk ! (i2y $
B(i0)^ i0<pjxj) for i0 = i[0; ‘kxk− 1). Then z=y[2‘kxk−1; jyj) is a required set since
i 2 z $ 2‘kxk−1 + i 2 y $ B(i) for i<pjxj.
Lemma 7.2. For each inductively dened predicate A=A‘;B; D; I in LAID; there exists
a b1-formula A
0 in b0-RD; i.e.; there are a 
b
1 A and a 
b
1 A such that 
b
0-RD
‘ A0 $df A $ A; so that for any formula ’(A; : : :) in LAID;
AID ‘ ’(A; : : :)) b0-RD + b1-LIND ‘ ’(A0; : : :);
where each A is replaced by the corresponding b1 A
0.
Note that b0-RD+
b
1-LINDb0-RD+b1-CAb0-RD+b1-AC. Thus AID+b1-CA
and AID + b1-AC are interpretable in 
b
0-RD + 
b
1-CA and 
b
0-RD + 
b
1-AC; resp.
Proof. We show A=A‘;B; D; I is b1-denable in 
b
0-RD. Then 
b
0(LAID)-LIND in LAID
turns into b1(LBA)-LIND.
Let pj xj be a polynomial such that 2‘k xk6pj xj. Let Demo(y; x) denote the following
b0-formula in LBA, cf. (13):
jyj6pj xj & 8jij6‘k xk[f0 6= jij= ‘k xk ! (i 2 y $ B( x; i))g
^f0 6= jij<‘k xk ! (i 2 y $ I( D( x; i); i0 2 y; i1 2 y))g]:
By b0-RD we have 8 x9 jyj6pj xjDem(y; x). From b0-LIND we see that such a demon-
stration tree y is unique:
Demo(y; x) & Demo(z; x)& 0 6= jij6‘k xk ! (i 2 y $ i 2 z):
Therefore in b0-RD
A( x; i)$df 9jyj6pj xj[Demo(y; x)& i 2 y] & 0 6= jij6‘k xk
$
A( x; i)$df 8jyj6pj xj[Demo(y; x)! i 2 y] & 0 6= jij6‘k xk:
8. Realizations of b1-consequences
In this section we show that b1-consequences in AID + 
b
0-CA or 
b
0-RD + 
b
1-AC
can be realized by a b0-set fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g.
Recall that C denotes a stratied formula which is equivalent to a given b0-formula
C, cf. Denition 5.5.
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Lemma 8.1. Let C(z; x) be a b0-formula and p0j xj a polynomial. If AID + b0-CA
‘ 9jzj6p0j xjC(z; x); then there exists a b0-formula A( x; i) such that AID ‘ C(fi<
p0j xj: A( x; i)g; x). In particular AID + b0-CA is b0-conservative over AID.
Proof. This is an analogue to the fact about the subsystem ACA0 of second-order
arithmetic vs. PA. Hence the idea of a proof is to replace a ‘set’ variable y by its
b0-denition fi<pj xj: B(i)g when an instance of b0-CA, 9jyj6pj xj8i<pj xj(i 2 y $
B(i)) occurs.
Formulate AID + b0-CA in Gentzen’s sequent calculus. Sequents are denoted   )
. b0-LIND and 
b
0-CA are replaced by the following inference rules for B 2 b0 and
eigenvariables y:
B(y);  ) ; B(y + 1)
B(0);  ) ; B(jtj) ;
jyj6pj xj;8i<pj xj(i 2 y $ B(i));  ) 
 )  :
First eliminate cuts partially to get a proof in which every sequent is in b0 [ sb1.
We have C(A0) _ C(A1) ! C(A), where Aj = fi<pj xj :Aj( x; i)g and A( x; i) ,df
(C(A0) ^ A0( x; i)) _ (:C(A0) ^ A1( x; i)).
This cares Contraction : right. 96 : right is seen from Lemma 5:7:2.
Assume
jyj6p0jt0( x)j;8i<p0jt0j(i 2 y $ B(i));  ) ; C(V; x)
with V = fi<pj x; yj: A( x; y; i)g. Replace each formula C0(y) in a proof of this se-
quent by C0 (fi<p0jt0( x)j: B(i)g). Use Lemma 5.8 to handle 96: right and 86: left.
Therefore, AID proves   ) ; C(fi<p0j xj: A0( x; i)g; x) with a polynomial p0 and
A0( x; i),df A( x; fi<p0jt0( x)j: B(i)g; i).
Lemma 8.2. For a b0-formula B(y; x) and a polynomial pj xj; if b0-RD + b1-AC ‘
8 x9jyj6pj xjB(y; x); then there exists a b0-formula A( x; i) in LAID such that AID ‘
B(fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g; x).
Proof. Formulate the system b0-RD+
b
1-AC=
b
0-RD+
b
0-AC in Gentzen’s sequent
calculus:
1. Initial sequents: logical ones A ) A (A 2 b0), BASIC, Bit Extensionality Axiom,
b0-LIND; 
b
0-RD. These are in s
b
1.
2. Inference rules LKB and b0-AC: for B 2 b0
i<pjtj;  ) ;9jyj6qjtjB(i; y)
 ) ;9jzj6pjtj  qjtj8i<pjtjB(i; zi) :
Suppose b0-RD + 
b
1-AC ‘ 8 x9jyj6pj xjB(y; x). Eliminate cuts partially. There is a
proof of ) 9jyj6pj xjB(y; x) such that every formula in it is either b0 or sb1. That
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is to say, every sequent in it is of the form
f9jzij6qijtijCi(zi; x): i<ng; ) ; f9jyjj6pjj sjjBj(yj; x): j<mg
with fCigi<n;;; fBjgj<mb0.
We show, by induction on the depth of proofs, that there exist b0-formulae
Aj( x; z; i) (j<m; z= z0; : : : ; zn−1) such that for Vj = fi<pjj sjj: Aj( x; z; i)g
fjzij6qijtij ^ Ci(zi; x): i<ng; ) ; fBj(Vj; x): j<mg
is provable in AID.
Case 1: b0-RD:
)9jyj62‘k t k 8jij6‘k t k[f0 6= jij= ‘k tk ! (i 2 y $ B(t; i))g
^f0 6= jij<‘k t k ! (i 2 y $ I( D(t; i); i0 2 y; i1 2 y))g]
for a sequence t= t( x) of terms. Then put A( x; i)$df A‘;B; D; I (t( x); i) for the inductively
dened A‘;B; D; I .
Case 2: Contraction: As in the proof of Lemma 8.1.
Case 3: b0-AC: By IH we have i<pjtj;   ) ; B(i; fj<qjtj: A( x; i; j)g), where
we assume  ;  2 b0 for simplicity. Then  ) ; 8i<pjtjB(i; Zi) for
Z = fk<pjtj  qjtj: 9i<pjtj9j<qjtj(k = i  qjtj+ j ^ A( x; i; j))g
and Zi=Z[i  qjtj; (i + 1)  qjtj).
Case 4: Cut: Infer
9jzj6qjtjC(z; x);  ;) ;;9jyj6pjsjB(y; x)
from
9jzj6qjtjC(z; x);  ) ;9juj6rjt0jD(u; x)
and
9juj6rjt0jD(u; x); ) ;9jyj6pjsjB(y; x):
By IH we have
jzj6qjtj; C(z; x);  ) ;D(fi<rjt0j: A0( x; z; i)g; x)
and
juj6rjt0j; D(u; x); ) ; B(fi<pjsj: A1( x; u; i)g; x):
In a proof of the latter sequent, substituting fi<rjt0j: A0( x; z; i)g for the variable u we
get
D(fi<rjt0j: A0( x; z; i)g; x); ) ; B(fi<pjsj: A1( x; u; i)g; x)
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for A( x; z; i) ,df A1( x; fi<rjt0j: A0( x; z; i)g; i). By a cut with the cut formula
D(fi<rjt0j: A0( x; z; i)g; x) we get
jzj6qjtj; C(z; x);  ;) ;; B(fi<pjsj: A( x; z; i)g; x):
Theorem 8.1. 1. b0-RD + 
b
1-AC is 
b
1-conservative over AID + 
b
0-CA.
2: b0-RD + 
b
1-AC is 
b
0-conservative over AID.
3: Every sb1-formula in 
b
0-RD+
b
1-AC is 
b
0-denable in AID: for strict 
b
1-form-
ulae A; B 2 sb1; if b0-RD + b1-AC ‘ A $ :B; then AID ‘ A $ A0 for a b0 A0 in
LAID.
Proof.
8.1.1. Let C( x) be a b1-formula provable in 
b
0-RD + 
b
1-AC. Let B be a 
b
0-formula
so that for a polynomial pj xj,
b1-AC ‘ C( x)$ 9jyj6pj xjB(y; x):
By Lemma 8.2 and b0-CA, 9jyj6pj xj (y= fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g), we have AID+b0-CA ‘
9jyj6pj xjB(y; x). Since 9jyj6pj xjB(y; x) ! C( x) is provable without b1-AC, we
conclude AID + b0-CA ‘ C( x).
8.1.3. Suppose b0-RD + 
b
1-AC ‘ A( x) $ :B( x) for A; B 2 sb1. By Lemma 8.2
there exists a b0-formula A0( x; i) such that
AID ‘ (0 2 y $ A0( x; 0))! (y=1 ^ A( x)) _ (y=0 ^ B( x))
By Theorem 8:1:2 we have B( x)! :A( x). Therefore AID ‘ A0( x; 0)$ A( x).
Corollary 8.1. 1: If a function of polynomial growth rate is b1-denable in 
b
0-RD+
b1-AC in the sense of [4]; then the function is in FALOGTIME.
2: If a predicate is b1-denable in 
b
0-RD+
b
1-AC; then the predicate is in ALOG-
TIME.
Corollary 8:1:2, Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 3.1 yield:
Theorem 8.2. For a predicate A;
A 2 ALOGTIME , A is b0-denable in AID
, A is b1-denable in b0-RD + b1-AC:
Theorem 8.3. For a b0-formula B(y; x) and a polynomial pj xj; if
b0-RD + 
b
1-AC ‘ 8 x9 jyj6pj xjB(y; x);
then there exist b0-formulae A( x; i); P( x; i) in LAID and a polynomial qj xj
such that
AID ‘ fi<qj xj: P( x; i)g is a Frege proof of hB(fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g; x)i;
and hence AID + b0-CA ‘F ‘qj xj hB(fi<pj xj: A( x; i)g; x)i.
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9. Clote’s ALV and AID
In [10] Clote denes a function algebra N0 and shows that N0 is equal to F ALOG-
TIME, the class of ALOGTIME-computable functions. Then he [11] introduces an equa-
tional system ALV based on N0, and shows that any provable equation in ALV can be
transformed into boolean sentences so that F has polysize proofs of these sentences.
In this section we show that AID + b0-CA is equivalent to ALV in the sense that
there exist b1-faithful interpretations between AID + 
b
0-CA and a quantied theory
QALV .
9.1. AID + b1-CA contains ALV
In this subsection we show that (the graph of) each function f2N0 is b1-denable
in AID + b1-CA. Hence via Clote’s result N0 =FALOGTIME in [10] we get:
Theorem 9.1. For each f2FALOGTIME=N0; there exists a b1-formula Gf(x; y) in
AID+b1-CA and a polynomial pf so that Gf(x; y) denes the graph of f in the stan-
dard model; AID+b1-CA ‘8x9!yGf(x; y) and AID+b1-CA ‘Gf(x; y)!jyj6pf jxj.
Further the denitions are intensionally correct. Namely:
Theorem 9.2. Using the denition Gf(i; x) of the graph of f2N0 the dening equa-
tions of f are derivable in AID + b1-CA.
Now we prove Theorems 1 and 2 by induction on the construction of f2N0.
Initial functions. These are zero o(x)= 0, successor functions xi= six=2x+i for i<2,
projections ink(x1; : : : ; xn)= xk ; Bit(i; x); # and the function tree. Except the last one tree,
which is NC1-complete for AC0-reduction, cf. [10], the assertions are clear.
The function tree takes values 0; 1 and so we regard it as a predicate. Then the
predicate tree is dened from the auxiliary functions and(x); or(x) as follows: First
set and(0)= or(0)= 0 & and(x)= or(x)= 1 for 16x63. For x>0
and(x00)= and(x)0 or(x00)= or(x)0;
and(x10)= and(x)0 or(x10)= or(x)1;
and(x01)= and(x)0 or(x01)= or(x)1;
and(x11)= and(x)1 or(x11)= or(x)1:
Then
tree(x),

parity(x)=dfBit(0; x)= 1 if x<16;
tree(or(and(x))) otherwise:
Therefore, for x>1; tree(x) is the predicate obtained by evaluating a perfect and=or
tree on the 4blog4(jxj− 1)c many least signicant bits of x. We dene a predicate
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Tree(x; p) inductively so that tree(x)$ Tree(x; 1). Put
y= x[0; 4blog4(jxj− 1)c)
for x>1 and put y=0 for x61.
If x>1, then jyj=4blog4(jxj− 1)c= maxfu<jxj : 9z(u=4z)g and hence
kyk− 1=
8<
: b
kxk− 2
2 c if 9k(jxj=2k)[$ 8i<kxk− 1(Bit(i; jxj)= 0)];
bkxk− 12 c otherwise:
(14)
Also kyk− 16kxk.
(T.0) Tree(x; p)! 0 6= jpj6kxk+ 1.
(T.1) The case kyk6j1pj6kxk+ 1: Tree(x; 1p)$ Bit(p[0; kyk− 1); x)= 1
(T.2) The case 0 6= jpj<kyk: Tree(x; p) i
either fjpj is odd & (Tree(x; p0) _ Tree(x; p1))g
or fjpj is even & (Tree(x; p0) ^ Tree(x; p1))g.
Note that by (14) this denes the predicate Tree=A‘;B; D;I in LAID for some b0-formulae
B; D in LBA and a boolean I with ‘kxk= kxk+ 1.
Now we show Tree(x; 1) enjoys the dening axioms of tree in AID. First assume
x<16. Then jxj64 and hence jyj=1 & kyk− 1=0. By (T.1) with p=0 we have
Tree(x; 1)$ Bit(0; x)=parity(x)= 1.
Next, consider the case x>16. We have to show
Tree(x; 1)$ Tree(or(and(x)); 1):
We understand this formula is an abbreviation for the b1-formula
8jyj6jxj[y= or(and(x))! (Tree(x; 1)$ Tree(y; 1))]
$ 9jyj6jxj[y= or(and(x)) & (Tree(x; 1)$ Tree(y; 1))]
for a b0-formula y= or(and(x)).
Observe that jor(x)j= jand(x)j= bjxj=2c + parity (jxj) for x>3. We show the
following Claim.
Claim 9.1. Put
z=2blog4(jor(and(x))j − 1)c=2blog4(jxj − 1)c − 2:
For x>16 and any odd j1pj6z + 1
Tree(x; 1p)$ Tree(or(and(x)); 1p):
Proof of Claim 9.1 by induction on z+1−j1pj. Here we use b1−LIND. This follows
from b1-CA. If j1pj<z + 1, then the Claim follows from IH and (T.2). Suppose
z + 1= j1pj. Then by (T.1) we have Tree(or(and(x)); 1p) $ Bit(p; or(and(x)))= 1.
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On the other hand, we have by (T.2) and (T.1)
Tree(x; 1p)
$ (Tree(x; 1p00) ^ Tree(x; 1p01)) _ (Tree(x; 1p10) ^ Tree(x; 1p11))
$ (Bit(p00; x)= 1 ^ Bit(p01; x)= 1) _ (Bit(p10; x)= 1 ^ Bit(p11; x)= 1):
Put n=4k + j= jxj>5 for j<4. We show
[j 6=0) 4p+ 3<4k] & [j=0) 4p+ 3<4k − 4]: (15)
By j1pj=2blog4(n− 1)c−1 we have jpj62blog4(n− 1)c−2 and hence p+1
622blog4(n− 1)c−2. Therefore 4p+ 4622blog4(n− 1)c=4blog4(n− 1)c.
Case 1: j 6=0: Then 4blog4(n− 1)c=4blog4 4kc64k. Hence 4p+ 3<4k.
Case 2: j=0: Then k>2 by n=4k>5. Put n − 1=4k − 1=Pmi=04i yi with
06yi<4; ym 6=0 & y0 = 3. Then 4blog4(n−
 1)c=4m. It suces to show 4k − 4− 4m>0
to have 4p+3<4k−4. We have 4k−4−4m=4m  (ym−1)+
P
i<m4
i yi−3. Suppose
m=0. Then we would have 46n− 1=4k − 163. A contradiction. Hence m>0. The
assertion follows from m>0 and y0 = 3.
Thus we have shown (15) and from this and 4p+ 3=p11 we see
Bit(p; or(and(x)))= 1$ Bit(p0; and(x))= 1 _ Bit(p1; and(x))= 1
$ (Bit(p00; x)= 1 ^ Bit(p01; x)= 1) _ (Bit(p10; x)= 1 ^ Bit(p11; x)= 1):
Thus we have Tree(x; 1p)$ Tree(or(and(x)); 1p) as desired.
Constructors. These are compositions and CRN (Concatenation Recursion on
Notation): dene f from g and hi (i<2) by
f(0; x)= g(x); n>0!f(n; x)= si(f(b n2c; x));
where i= sg(hj(bn=2c; x)) with j=parity(n)=Bit(0; n) and, sg(0)= 0, sg(x)= 1 for
x 6=0.
Composition is harmless and for CRN dene
pf(jnj; jxj)=pgjxj+ jnj
and
Gf(n; x; y)$ 9jzj6pgjxj
2
4g(x)= z & 9juj6jnj
8<
: y= u  z0 &
8i<jnj
0
@Bit(i; u)= 0$ _
j<2

hj
jn
2
k
; x

=0 & Bit(i; n)= j
1A
9=
;
3
5 ;
where z0=2jzj + z; g(x)= z denotes Gg(x; z), and hj(n; x)= i denotes Gh(n; x; i). Note
that by IH Gh(n; x; i) is b1 in AID + 
b
1-CA and hence the RHS is 
b
1. Further a
b1-form of Gf(n; x; y) is dened similarly.
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To show 9yGf(n; x; y) it suces to show
9juj6jnj8i< j n j
0
@Bit(i; u)= 0$ _
j<2

hj
jn
2
k
; x

=0 & Bit(i; n)= j
1A
and this follows from b1-CA.
Thus we have shown Theorems 1 and 2.
9.2. Inductive denitions in ALV
In this subsection we show that ALV can simulate inductive denitions in AID.
Specically it is shown that for each inductively dened predicate A in AID, there
exists a f0; 1g-valued function symbol fA in ALV such that fA(x; p)= 1 satises the
dening axioms (A.0){(A.2) of the predicate A demonstrably in ALV .
Let QALV denote a quantied version of ALV . It is a rst-order theory whose non-
logical symbols are those of ALV and whose axioms are the universal closures of
dening equations of these function symbols and induction on notation, together with
two more axioms: 0 6=1 and 8x(bx=2c=0! (x=0 _ x=1)). The last two axioms are
added by Cook [16]. Note that in [16] the same name QALV designates a dierent
rst-order theory, i.e., a quantied version of ALV 0 in [12]. As in [16] we easily see:
Proposition 9.1. 1: QALV is a conservative extension of ALV .
2: For each b0-formula B in QALV there exists a function symbol fB such that
QALV ‘ B(x)$ fB(x)= 0; and hence using CRN we have QALV ‘ b0-CA: for each
b0-formula B and each polynomial p; QALV ‘ 8x9y(y= fi<p j x j: B(x; i)g).
3: QALV proves b0-LIND.
Theorem 9.3. For each inductively dened predicate A in AID; there exists a f0; 1g-
valued function symbol fA in ALV such that fA(x; p)= 1 satises the dening axioms
(A:0){(A:2) of the predicate A demonstrably in QALV .
This together with Proposition 9.1 and Theorem 4.1 yields:
Corollary 9.1. QALV and hence ALV prove reection schema RFN (F) for a Frege
system.
Now we prove Theorem 9.3. Let A=A‘;B; D; I be a given inductively dened predicate
in AID. Recall that for a formula F and i<2 we have put
Fi=

F; i=1;
:F; i=0: (2)
For i<2 put k(i)=Bit(i; k).
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First convert the boolean formulae I and :I into DNF to yield: for <2,
I ( D(x; p); A(x; p0); A(x; p1))
$
_n
I k (x; p) ^
^
fA(x; pi)k(i): i<2g: k<22
o
$
h_n
I k (x; p) ^
^
fA(x; pi)k(i): i<2g: k =0; 1
o
^ (> _>)
i
_h_n
I k (x; p) ^
^
fA(x; pi)k(i): i<2g: k =2; 3
o
^ (> _>)
i
: (16)
Here is an and=or tree of depth 4. We dene function symbols gA so that for ; <2
tree(gA(x; p))= , A(x; p);
where =($ ).
The resulting perfect and=or tree is of depth 4(‘kxk − jpj).
In view of (A.0), put
:(0 6= jpj6‘kxk)! g1A(x; p)= 0 & g0A(x; p)= 1:
In what follows suppose 0 6=jpj6‘kxk. We dene function symbols hA so that gA(x; p)
= 22
4(‘kxk−jpj)
+ hA(x; p) does the job. Put y
= hA(x; p).
First consider the case jpj= ‘kxk. Then by (A.1) we have A(x; p) $ B(x; p). Put,
cf. Proposition 9:1:2,
y=

1 if B(x; p);
0 otherwise:
Next, assume jpj<‘kxk. In the following we give a b0 condition in LBA which is
equivalent to Bit(q; y)= 1 for q<jy j624(‘kxk−jpj) and hence jqj64(‘kxk − jpj).
Then by CRN we can pick a desired function symbol hA.
Case 1: 9i6bjqj=4c(Bit(4i+2; q)= 1): Put Bit(q; y)= 1. This corresponds to (>_>)
in (16). Namely, once the branch q has entered a denitely true subtree corresponding
to (> _>), the leaf of q receives 1.
Case 2: Suppose :[9i6bjqj=4c(Bit(4i + 2; q)= 1)]. For m6‘kxk−jpj put
pm= fi<m:Bit(4i; q[i1 − 4m; i1))= 1g
with i1 =df 4(‘kxk − jpj). Note that q[i1 − 4m; i1) denotes the prex of length 4m of
the string 0[i1−jqj]  q over f0; 1g of length i1.
Put i0 =df i1 − 4m. We say that q is positive at m>0 if
(Bit(i0; q)= 0 & Bit(i0 + 1; q)= 1) _ (Bit(i0; q)= 1 & Bit(i0 + 3; q)= 1):
This means that the subtree determined by the prex q[i0; i1) evaluates the value of
A(x; p  2m+pm), cf. (16). Also we say that q is positive at m=0 if =1. Otherwise
q is said to be negative at m>0.
Put j= i0 − 4 and let k =Bit(j + 3; q)Bit(j + 1; q) denote k<4 & Bit(1; k)
=Bit(j+3; q) & Bit(0; k)=Bit(j+1; q) if j= i0−4= i1−4m−4>0, i.e., if m<‘kxk−
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jpj. Otherwise, viz. in the case m= ‘kxk− jpj, let k =Bit(j+3; q)Bit(j+1; q) denote
a k<4 and put I k (x; p  2m + pm),df B(x; p  2m + pm) for any k<4.
Now the following is the necessary and sucient condition to be Bit(q; y)= 1 in
this Case 2:
8m6‘kxk− j p j
^
k<4
[k =Bit(j + 3; q)Bit(j + 1; q)
! fq is positive at m! I 1k (x; p  2m + pm)g &
fq is negative at m! I 0k (x; p  2m + pm)g]:
These give a b0-denition of Bit(q; y
)= 1. Then f(x; p) : tree(gA(x; p))= 1g
satises the dening axioms (A.0){(A.2) for A=A‘;B; D; I . The following Lemmata
9:1:2; 9:1:3 yield Theorem 9.3.
Lemma 9.1. 1: Suppose z=22
4m
+ y with m>0 and y<22
4m
. For k<24 put zk =
22
4(m−1)
+y[24(m−1)k; 24(m−1)(k+1)). Let y0<22
4
denote the number such that Bit(k; y0)
= tree(zk) for k<24. Then
tree(z)= 1$ or(and(or(and(224 + y0))))= 1:
2: Suppose 0 6= jpj<‘kxk. Then for i1 = 4(‘kxk − jpj)
tree(22
i1 + hA(x; p))= 1
$
_n
I k (x; p) ^
^
ftree(22i1−4 + hk(i)A (x; pi))= 1: i<2g: k<22
o
:
3: Suppose 0 6= jpj6‘kxk. Then
tree(22
4(‘kxk−jpj)
+ h1A(x; p))= 1$ tree(22
4(‘kxk−jpj)
+ h0A(x; p))= 0:
Proof.
9.1.1. This is proved by induction on m>0.
9.1.2. Use Lemma 9:1:1:
9.1.3. This is proved by induction on ‘kxk − jpj using Lemma 9:1:2:
9.3. b1-faithful interpretations
In this subsection we conclude that translations derived from the preceding
subsections are b1-faithful.
For formula B in QALV let IID(B) denote the formula in AID which is obtained
from B by replacing each f2N0 by its b1-graph dened in the proof of Theorems 9.1
and 9.2. Observe that for b1-formula B in QALV IID(B) is a 
b
1-formula in AID.
For a formula B in AID let IV (B) denote the formula in QALV which is obtained
from B by replacing each A‘;B; D; I (x; p) by a tree(gA(x; p))= 1 dened in the proof
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of Theorems 9:3. Observe that for b1-formula B in AID IV (B) is a 
b
1-formula in
QALV .
Theorem 9.4. 1: For each b1-formula B in QALV;
QALV ‘ B , AID + b0-CA ‘ IID(B):
2: For each b1-formula B in AID;
AID + b0-CA ‘ B , QALV ‘ IV (B):
Proof. Let T denote temporarily a union of theories AID+b0-CA and QALV : its lan-
guage LT is the union LAID [LQALV , and its axioms are the ones in AID+b0(LAID)-CA
and QALV plus b0(LT )-LIND. By Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 we have
1. For b1-formula B in QALV; T + 
b
1(LAID)-CA ‘ B$ IID(B).
2. For b1-formula B in AID; T ‘ B$ IV (B).
9.4.1. For a b1-formula B in QALV rst suppose QALV ‘ B. Then T +b1(LAID)-CA ‘
IID(B). By replacing any formula C in this proof by IID(C) (leave formulae in AID
unchanged) we get AID+b1(LAID)-CA ‘ IID(B). Thus by Theorem 8:1:1 we conclude
AID + b0-CA ‘ IID(B).
Conversely assume AID+b0-CA ‘ IID(B). Then T+b1(LAID)-CA ‘ B. By replacing
any formula C in this proof by IV (C) (leave formulae in QALV unchanged) we get
QALV + b1(LQALV )-CA ‘ B. As in the proof of Theorem 8:1:1 or cf. Theorem 6 in
p. 79, [16], we see that QALV + b1(LQALV )-AC and hence QALV + 
b
1(LQALV )-CA is
b1-conservative over QALV . Thus we conclude QALV ‘ B.
9.4.2. This is seen as in Theorem 9:4:1 using Proposition 9.1.
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